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ABSTRACT
The set of all non-zero elements represented by the
2 2binary quadratic form x + ay over a field forms a multi­
plicative group called the value group of that form. These 
value groups essentially determine what is called the qua­
dratic form structure of the field. The quadratic form 
structure of three types of non-formally real fields is 
investigated and determined.
There are three field invariants closely associated 
with the study of quadratic forms. For any non-formally 
real field F, q(F) = |f /f |̂ is called the square class num­
ber of F, u(F) the u-invariant of F, and s(F) the level 
(or Stufe) of F. It is known for nonreal fields that 
s <; u £ q.
The quadratic form structure of fields with u = q < oo 
is known, and if u q < «>, then u ^ q/2. The first type of 
field analyzed is one with u = q/2 < oo. The quadratic form 
structure of fields with q £ 8 is known, and q is known to 
be a 2-power. We next categorize fields with q = 16 as to 
quadratic form structure. There are many unanswered questions 
concerning the quadratic form structure of quadratic exten­
sions of nonreal fields. The third type of field discussed 
is a quadratic extension of a nonreal field which has exactly 
two quaternion algebras.
INTRODUCTION
A quadratic form cp over a field F is a homogeneous
polynomial of degree two over F. Such a polynomial in n
indeterminants is called an n-ary quadratic form over F.
We will only consider fields which have characteristic
different from two. A quadratic form cp over such a field
n
F can be put in the form cp =. a..X.X. with a. . = a. . e fx,3=1 i D ID 3X
for 1 <s i,j ^ n. The matrix (a. .) is called the matrix
3
associated with the form cp. The determinant of cp, written 
det cp, is defined to be the determinant of the matrix (a^j) • 
cp is called regular (or non-singular) if det cp ^ 0. We con­
sider only regular forms in this work.
nLet If =  Z b. .Y.Y. be another n-ary quadratic form i,j=l x3 x 3
over F. We say that cp and If are equivalent (written cp = 0
if there exists an n x n invertible matrix C over F such
t tthat (b^j) = C (a^j)C where C is the transpose of C. It
can be shown that = is an equivalence relation on the qua­
dratic forms over F and that the determinant of an equiva­
lence class of quadratic forms is unique up to a non-zero 
square factor.
Let V be a vector space over F. Consider any map
2Q : V F such that Q(fv) = f Q (v) for all f e F and v e V 
and let B : V x v _► F be defined by B(u,v) =
~-[Q(u+v) - Q(u) - Q(v)]. If B is a bilinear form, we say 
that Q is a quadratic map and call the pair (V,Q) a quadratic 
space. if (V,Q) and (V',0') are quadratic spaces and there
2
is a one-to-one, onto linear transformation between them
which preserves the quadratic maps, we say that the spaces
are isometric and call the transformation an isometry.
Given any n-ary quadratic form cp over F, let V be any
n-dimensional vector space over F. Let (v^,...,vn) be a
basis for V, and define Q : V =* F by Q • *+^nvn  ̂ =
cp(f^,...,f ). It can be shown that Q is a quadratic map, so
(V,Q) is a quadratic space. Given this quadratic space
n
(V,Q) and basis {v,,...,v }, the form E B(v.,v.)X.X.1 n i,j=l 1 3 1 3
turns out to be cp. This gives a one-to-one correspondence 
between the equivalence classes of n-ary quadratic forms and 
the isometry classes of n-dimensional quadratic spaces. For 
this reason, n-ary forms are sometimes said to have dimen­
sion n, abbreviated dim n. Forms of dimension 2, 3, and 4 
are given the special names binary, ternary, and quaternary, 
respectively.
Every quadratic form is equivalent to a diagonalized
n 2form, i.e., one of the form E a.X.. Since we are con-i=l 1 1
cerned only with quadratic forms up to equivalence, we will
always assume our forms are diagonalized. We will denote
2the form E a.X. by (a,,...,a ). The form (a,...,a) is l i J 1 n
abbreviated n X (a). We can always select the leading 
coefficient to be any non-zero element that the form repre­
sents, and equivalent forms represent the same elements in 
F. Therefore, a binary form over F which represents 1 can 
be written as (l,a) for some non-zero a in F.
3
A form cp is called isotropic over F if it represents 
zero non-trivially, otherwise cp is called anisotropic. A  
form which represents every element in F is said to be uni­
versal over F. It can be shown that every isotropic binary 
quadratic form has determinant -1 and is equivalent to the 
form (1,-1). Such a form (and corresponding space) is 
called a hyperbolic plane. Hyperbolic planes are universal, 
and this fact can be used to show that isotropic forms are 
universal.
We will consider only fields F which are non-formally 
real. This means -1 is the sum of a finite number of squares
of elements of F. The non-zero elements of F will be denoted
• • 2 • • 2by F, their squares by F . We let Q(F) = F/F , and q(F) =
|Q(F)| is called the square-class number of F. The level 
(or Stufe) of F, denoted by s(F), is the smallest number of 
squares in F of which -1 is the sum. pfister showed that 
s (F) is a power of 2 (see [11], [12]). The u-invariant of
F, denoted by u(F) , is defined to be max {dim cp) where cp 
ranges over all anisotropic forms over F. If no such maxi­
mum exists, u(F) is defined to be oo. The quaternion algebra
2 2over F generated by elements x,y where x = 1-a, y = l*b,
XY = ~YX is denoted by [a,b]. The number of quaternion
algebras over F is denoted by m(F). Let h /(F), called the 
reduced height of F, be the smallest positive integer such 
that any element in F is a sum of at most h'(F) squares.
It can be easily shown that h'(F) = s(F) or s(F) + 1 .
If there is no danger of confusion, the above field 
invariants are abbreviated to q, u, s, m, and h'. Pfister 
has shown that s ^ u £ q for non-formally real fields [13, 
Satz 19]. Kaplansky conjectured that u is a 2-power like 
s and q are, but this has neither been shown nor negated by 
example. A non-formally real field with q < oo is called a 
Kneser field, and we will for the most part study quadratic 
forms over this type of field.
For a quadratic form cp, D„(cp) = {a e F I cp represents ar !
over f } is called the value set of the form cp. Quadratic
^  • 2 .forms represent entire cosets of F in F, so we sometimes
• 2also use the symbol D_(cp) to stand for D (cp)/F =F  F
{a e Q(F) | cp represents a). Which usage is meant will be
clear from the context. When there is no danger of confu­
sion, we abbreviate D„(cp) to D(cp) . D(cp) = {a.,...,a } is anr JL n• 0 t o oabbreviation for D(cp)/F = {a^F ,...,anF }, and D(cp) =
• 2<a^,...,an> means D(cp)/F is the subgroup of Q(F) generated
* 2 * 2by the independent elements a-jF ,...,anF . Also, a e D(cp)
• 2means either of the equivalent statements aF e D(cp) or cp
• 2represents a. The fact that a e bF will sometimes be writ­
ten a ~ b. If A s F, then <A> is the subgroup in F generated 
»by A. If F ^  A 0  B and A, B are subgroups of F, then A ® B
* 2denotes that <A,B>/F is the direct sum (as a vector sub-
* 2 2space of Q(F) over GF(2)) of A/F and B/F . The symbol ® 
will have another meaning, as described in a subsequent para­
graph, but which meaning is intended will always be clear 
from the context.
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n mIf cp = £ a. .X.X. and t = . ? b. .Y.Y., then wei,j=l x3 1 3 1*3=1 13 1 3
m+ndefine cp © = £ c. .Z.Z where c. . = a. . for 1 ^ i,j <; n,i,j=l 13 1 3 13 13
cn+l n+j = bij for 1 ^ i'3 ^ m, and = 0 otherwise. For
example, the sum of the diagonalized forms (l,a) and (l,b)
is (lfa) © (l,b) = (l,a,l,b). An important result known as
Witt's Theorem states that cp©i|t = cp©>j/'if and only if
'. Moreover, it can be shown that any regular form cp
can be written as cp = cp © cp , where cpn is zero or is a sumU 3  (J
of hyperbolic planes and cpa is either zero or anisotropic.
cpa is unique by Witt's Theorem and is called the anisotropic 
part of cp.
The set of equivalence classes of anisotropic forms over 
F can be made into an additive group. The sum of two aniso­
tropic equivalence classes containing cp and respectively 
is defined to be the equivalence class of the anisotropic
part of cp © . This operation does, in fact, make the aniso­
tropic equivalence classes into an abelian group, called the 
Witt group of F.
Further structure can be added to this group so as to
make it a ring. The product of two forms cp = § a. .X.X.m i,j=l 13 1 3
and t ^ ^kX^k^X defined to be the form cp ® =
£ a..b, For diagonalized forms this becomesi , j ,k,X 13 kX ik ji
h p m ~ „
( £ a.X.) © b.Y.) = .̂ . a.b.Z... This product is well-i=l 1 1' i=l 1 1 1,3 1 3 13 ^
defined up to equivalence. The product of two equivalence 
classes is defined as for the sum except we consider cp © 
instead of cp © . These operations then yield a commutative
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ring with identity, called the Witt ring of F. The study of 
the Witt ring of a field F gives what is called the qua­
dratic form structure of F.
Two fields F, K are said to be equivalent with respect 
to quadratic forms if there is an isomorphism t : Q(F) Q(K)
(called an equivalence map) such that t(-l) = -1 and
t[D„(a,,...,a )] = n [t(a,),...,t(a )] for all n and a. e F. r i n k  x n i
It was shown in [1, Proposition 2.2] that n = 2 suffices.
Also pointed out in [1] was that two fields are equivalent
with respect to quadratic forms if and only if their Witt
rings are isomorphic. Thus equivalent fields have the same
quadratic form structures and conversely. Therefore, in
order to study the quadratic form structure of F, we need
only consider value sets of binary quadratic forms over F.
The scaling of the form cp = (a^,...,a ) by a e F is defined
to be the form acp = (aa.,...,aa ). Since D (a cp) = aD (cp) ,x n F F
in our study of quadratic form structure we need only con­
sider DF (l,-a) for all a e F. These Dp(l,-a) are always 
multiplicative subgroups of F.
Kaplansky [8] introduced the radical of a field. It is 
given by R(F) = {a e F I D (1,-a) = Q (F)} . We will sometimes| p
* 2use the symbol R(F) to mean R(F)/F , since the radical repre-
* 2sents entire cosets of F in F. The context will clarify
which meaning is intended. When no misunderstanding is
possible, we abbreviate R(F) to R. To give an example of
• 2these conventions, |Rj = 1  really means |R(F)/F | = 1, or
2R(F) = F . Properties of the radical are discussed in [2],
7
[3] , and [8]. The radical will be very prominent throughout 
this work since the quadratic form structure strongly 
depends on it.
It is easily seen that D ( c p  © \|i) = DtV © (b ) ] =
aeD(cp)ybeDH) °(a 'b ) for forms  ̂• Clearly a e D(l,b) if 
and only if -b e D(l,-a) for a,b e F. If c s D(l,a) 0 D(l,b), 
then c e D(l,a) and c e D(l,b), which implies -a,-b e D(l,-c). 
Thus ab € D(l,-c), so c e D (1,-ab). We have then that for 
all a,b e F , D(l,a) 0 D(l,b) C D(l,-ab). These three results 
will be used throughout, usually with no mention.
We study the quadratic form structures of three differ­
ent types of non-formally real fields. These are fields 
with u = q/2 < oo, fields with q = 16, and quadratic exten­
sions of fields with m = 2. Although many results are true 
more generally, we will assume throughout that every field 
is a Kneser field, i.e., q < °o and the field is non-formally 
real. Finally we discuss an important example which relates 
several of our individual topics.
CHAPTER I . NON-FORMALLY REAL FIELDS WITH u = q/2 < qq
In both [1] and [15], fields with u = q were character­
ized as to quadratic form structure, and in [5, Theorems 2.7, 
2.7'] it was shown for non-formally real fields that if 
u < q, then u ^ q/2. In this chapter the equivalence with 
respect to quadratic forms of non-formally real fields with 
u = q/2 < oo is investigated.
All possible non-real fields with q ^ 8 have been deter­
mined up to equivalence in [1], so it suffices to consider 
non-real fields with u = q/2 and q ^ 16. Such fields will 
be seen to be equivalent to a field whose radical has 
1R| = 2, a power series extension of such a field, or a 
power series extension of the 2-adic numbers.
The first three propositions listed occur in [4] and 
are listed here for convenience? of reference.
Proposition 1.1. Suppose for some positive integer r that 
2r x (1) is not universal over a nonreal field K. If 
D(l,x) = <x> for some x e K, then D(l,ax) = <ax> for all 
a e D[2r x (1)].
Proposition 1.2. If K is a nonreal field, then for x € K, 
D(l,x) = <x> if and only if D(l,-x ) = <-x>.
Proposition 1.3. If K is a nonreal field with u < °o and 
u < q, then D(l,l) / <-l>.
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Elman and Lam showed in [5] that an anisotropic form 
could be split into binary subforms and a "remainder'1 sub­
form. They then showed that this splitting, called a P- 
decomposition, had several interesting properties which will 
be exploited here.
Proposition 1.4. Let F be a nonreal field with u = q/2 < oo
and s > 4. Then any ^-decomposition of a u-dimensional aniso­
tropic form has distinct entries.
Proof. Let cp = ©...© |3 r © cp̂  where this is Elman and
Lam's (3-decomposition [5]. Since u = q/2 is even, either 2cPq 
is anisotropic or dim cp̂  = 0. Now, letting (3̂  = (x^,y^) for
1 ^ i ^ r, we have |3̂  © (3̂  = (1,-1,1,-1) .Also, from the 
proofs of Theorems 2.4 and 2.8 in [5], x^ / y^F , + {x^,y^} c 
D(xi,yi) for 1 £ i £ r and D(^) , ..., D(Pr), D(cpQ) , - D(cpQ) 
are pairwise disjoint. So the entries of (3̂  © ... © (3r are 
distinct and | D(P 1© - •-©Pr) ] |D(Pi) I + + I D O  r) | ;> 4r,
since (DO^) | 4 for 1 ^ i ^ r (see [5]) .
If dim cpg = 0, then cp = (3-̂ © ... © |3r , which has dis­
tinct entries. So we may assume that 2cp̂  is anisotropic. 
Suppose for such a cp̂ that cp̂  contained two like entries, 
say cpg = (x,x,w^, . . . ,w^) , where the w^ are not necessarily 
distinct or disjoint from D(x,x). Suppose I > 0. By Kneser's 
Theorem (see 2.1 of [5]), there exists s-̂  e D(x,x,w^) such 
that s^ / D(x,x) , and there exists S2 e D(x,x,w-^,W2) such
that s2 / D(x,x,w^) . Since s-̂  e D(x,x,w^) , s2 / D(x,x,w^) ,
2 *2 S1 & s2** * If Sj e -S2F , then (s^, S2) is isotropic. This
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is a contradiction since (s^,S2) can be written as a subform
• 2of 2<Pq- Thus s-̂  / -s2f * Suppose now that s-^,..., sj-l 
have been selected as above. By Kneser's Theorem there exists 
Sj e D(x,x,w^, .. . ,Wj) such that Sj / D(x,x,w^,...,Wj_i)• As
• 9 *2above, s ■ / s-F^ and S' / -s.F for 1 ^ i ^ j-1. Let J i D x J
S = {s^,...,s^}. We have seen that the elements of S are 
distinct and S H -S = 0. Also, S Pi D(x,x) = 0 by the choice 
of the s • . If s. e -D(x,x) for some i, 1 ^ i X , then1 X
(s£,-si), which is isotropic, can be written as a subform of 
2cp̂ , a contradiction. So -S fl D(x,x) = 0 also. Since S,
D(x,x) £  D(cp0) , clearly S fl D ^ )  = 0 = D(x,x) fl D(Pi) for
1 ^ i ̂ r. By isotropy, -S fl D(pj_) = 0 = -D(x,x) fl D(^) for
1 ^ i ̂ r. Thus the sets D(p^)• D(Pr) * D(x,x), S, and
-S are pairwise disjoint. By Pfister's proof of Satz 18(d) in 
[13], ] D (1,1) j s, so |D(x,x)| = j D (1,1) j > s > 4. Also,
u = dim cp = 2r + 2 + X. So
| D (cp) | ̂  |D(PX © ... © £r) | + | D (x,x) | + |S| + |-S|
> 4 r  + 4 + X + X = 2(2r + 2 + X) = 2u = q,
which is a contradiction. If X = 0, then (D (cp) |
!D((31 © ... © 3r) | + |D(x,x) | > q as above. So cpQ must have 
distinct entries, and since the entries of © ••• ® 3r are 
distinct and disjoint from the entries of cpq, any |3- 
decomposition of a u-dimensional anisotropic form consists of 
distinct entries. □
Proposition 1.5. Let F be a nonreal field with u = q/2 < a> 
and s 4. Then s = U and |D(1,1) | = 4.
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Proof- Let cp be a u-dimensional anisotropic form over F, and 
suppose cp = p]_ © ••• © P r  © cPq is its ^-decomposition. As in 
the proof of Proposition 1.4, we let P -j_ = (x^,y^), 1 ^ i ^ r, 
and cpQ  = (z-̂ , . Suppose for some i,j, 1 ^ i <  j
that |D(z^,Zj)| 4. Then as in the proof of Proposition 1.4,
using (z^,Zj) in the place of (x,x), we would have 
| D ( c p Q ) | k + 2. But implicit in that proof is the fact that 
| D ( c p q )  | = k, so this is a contradiction. Thus |D(z^,Zj) | = 2 
for all l ^ i < j ^ k .  At any rate we have 
Q (F) = + {xl»yi'x2'Y2'••■'xr'Yr'zl'* *•'zk ) • Also, since 
Pi © |3i = (1,-1,1 ,-1) , we have ( x ^ y ^  = -(x±'Y±) and
= - ( y i ^ )  for 1 £ i r.
Let = p̂ _ © ... © P r . Now -Z2. e D(cp) , so -z-̂  = a + b
. 2where a e D(iji), b e D(cp^). I f b  e z^F for i / 1, then
. 2-a e D(z^,z^) and cp would be isotropic. Thus b e z^F and
it follows that D(ty) U {+zi) S D [̂  © (zi)] • We would like to
show D(i[i) U {±z]_} = Dtt © (zl) ] •
We may suppose the above a e D(|) is a = x^, and then
obtain -x^ e D(z^,z^) from -z^ = a + b. Consider D(x-^,y^,z^) . 
Clearly this must be a subset of D(x-^,y^)U{±z^}U{z2 zk} .
Suppose z2 e D(x^,y^,z-^) . As above, -z2 = a-̂  + b^ where
. 2a^ e D (\|j) and b^ e z2F . Moreover, a-̂  e D(x^,y^) for other­
wise a-̂  e D(x^,y^) , i / 1; and cp would represent z2 - z2 = 0
non-trivially. Also as above, -a^ e D(z2»z2). So we have
(z-̂ ,z^,Z2»Z2) = - (xj,x^,a-^,a^) . But 2cPq is anisotropic and
# 2 *2 * 2 2Pj is isotropic, so a^ & -x^F , y^F . if a^ e x^F / then
-z2 e D(x1,z2) and -z\ e D(x^,z1) give
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-1 e D(1,x1z2) Pi D(±,-x.]Z]) c D (1 ,-z-^z2) • Thus |D(l,-z1z2)| > 2
where JDfljZ^Z;?)| = which is a contradiction to Proposition
. 21.2. This forces e ~YiF •
Now if some other z^, say z3, is also in D(x-^,yj,z^) ,
. 2then a2 e -y^F where -z3 = a2 + b2 . But then -z2 e D(-y^,z2),
-z3 e D(-y1,z3) give -1 e D(l,-y1z2) fl D(l»-y1z3) c D(l,-z2z3) ,
which yields the same contradiction as above. So D(x^,y^,z-^)
c {+x1,+y1 »+z1,z2} and {+x1,+y1 '±21} c D(x1»y1 <-z;L) . if
z2 e D(x^,y^,z-^) , (x^,y^,z^) = (z2,u,v) where uv e x^y^z^z2F2
and u,v e {+x^+Y^,+z^,z2} . T^e possibilities for uv are
• 2+ {l,x1y1 ,x1z1,y1z1 ,x1z2,y1z2,z1z2}. Clearly uv £ -F ; and
• 2 ,2uv ^ F for if so x-̂ y-̂  e z-^z^F and then 2 = jD(l,z^z2) | =
|D(l,x^y^)| = |D(x^,y^)| = 4, a contradiction. The other
possibilities also all lead to contradictions of the types
* 2 • 2 * 2x^ e +y^F and z^ e +xiF or +y^F , i = 1,2. So
z2 4 D(x1,y1 ,z1) and D(x1 #y1»z1) = + {x]L,y1 ,z1}.
Now consider D(x2,y2,z^) • Clearly (x2,y2,z-̂ ) can only
represent elements from D(x2,y2) U {+zi) U {z 2 $ * • • » 3̂̂ } *
Suppose z2 e D(x2,y2,z^). There exists an i such that
-z2 e D(x^,y^,z2). in fact i = 2 or else cp will be isotropic.
This means D(x2,y2,z2) = +{x2,y2,z2}. Moreover,
z2 e D(x2,y2,z-̂ ) if and only if -Zj_ e D(x2,y2,-z2) =
D(-x2,-y2,-z2) = -D(x2,y2,z2) . So z e  D(x2»y2,z2) . This
cannot happen so we must have D(x2,y2,z^) c + {x2,y2,z^}. So
D(x.,y./Z_) c + {x.,y.,z,} for 1 ^ i ^ r. Of course the i i 1 —  — *■ i l i-
same argument applies to any z ̂ , 1 j ^ k.
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Next, scale cp so as to put it in the form cp =
(1, y^,x2/Y2* • • • »xr »Yr • • • >z^) • The result of the last
paragraph, applied to this scaling of cp, yields
D (1,zj) ^ D(l,y1,z_.) £  + {l*yi*zj}» 1 ^ j ^ k - Now
+ y^ 0 D(l,Zj) since + y±zj & i {l'Yi»zj}* So we have
eD(l,Zj) ^  <—1,zj>, 1 ^ j ^ k. Furthermore, D(l,-Zj) ^ 
D(l#y1,-Zj) = D(-l,-y1,-Zj) E ±  {l*Yi'zj}* So d (1,—zj) e 
<—1,zj>. By Proposition 1.2, |D(l,Zj)| > 2 if and only if
|D(1,-Zj)| > 2. Sc if D (1,zj) = <-l,Zj>, then D(l,-Zj) = 
<-l,Zj> also; thus -1 e D(l,Zj) fl D(l,-Zj) C D(l,l), a 
contradiction to s 4. So D(l,Zj) = <Zj>, D(l,-Zj) = <-Zj>,
1 ^ j ^ k.
Now, suppose JD(1,1) | ^ 8 . Clearly D(l,x^) ^
D(l,y1,xi ,yi) = + {l/y-^x^y.^ for 2 <; i <; r. Now
ft D(l,xi) for if so, U'Yi'Xi'Yi) = (Yl'Y], Y ^ x ^ )  and 
|D(1 ,1) | 8 yields |D (l»Yi'xj,,y^)| 10, a contradiction.
Similarly y^ ^ D(l,x^), and since cp is anisotropic,
"Yi '“Y-; i D (1 ,x.) . Hence D(l,x-) C<-l,x.>, 2 ^ i ^ r.
X  X  X  —— X
Since (x^,y^) ~ “ (xi 'Y ^ » this same technique leads to 
D(l,-x^) c <-l,x^>. By Proposition 1.2 again, D(l,x^) = 
<-l,x^>, so D(l,-x^) = <-l,x^> also; thus -1 e D(l,Xj_)riD(l,-x^) 
^  D (1,1), a contradiction to s 4. Hence D(l,x^) = <x^>, 
D(l,-x^) = <-x^>, 2 ^ i ^ r. Similarly D(l,y^) = <y^>,
D(l,-yi) = <-yi>» 2 <: i <; r.
Since a e D(l,l) if and only if -1 e D(l,-a), we may 
conclude D(l,l) fl + {x2#y2'• • • 'x r »Yr »z i » • • • 'zk l = 0- Thus
D (1,1) E <-l'Yi>' an(̂  this contradicts |D(1,1) | ^ 8 . Thus
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|D(1,1)| = 4, which means s ^ 4; hence s = 4 and Proposition 
1.5 is proved. □
Proposition 1.5 says that for all non-real fields with
u = q/2 <°o, s is 1, 2, or 4. We now consider each of these
cases, beginning with s = 4.
Proposition 1.6. Let F be a non-real field with u = q/2 < oo 
and s = 4. Then any u-dimensional quadratic form cp over F can
be put in the form cp = . . . ,xt ,xt ,xt ,xt , z-̂ , . .. ,zk) ,
where the z. are distinct.l
Proof. Again let cp = (xj_,y-j_# • • • »x ,y , z^, . .. ,z^) be a P-
decomposition of cp. Notice that all results in the last
proposition which were proved before the supposition |D(1,1)|
8 was made can be used here also. The fact that |D(l,+z^)|
= 2 when cp was in scaled form in that proposition yields
|D(l,+x^Zj)| = 2 for l ^ i ^ r ,  l ^ j ^ k .  Since =
(1,-1,1,-1,) , e D(x^,x^) . But there are two other
. 2 *2square classes in D(x-^,x^) too, say aF and bF • Since 
| D(l,+x^z j) | = 2, a, b / + D(z-̂ , . . . *Z]̂ ) • Since s = 4, we 
have a, b / {-x1,y1). Hence a, b e D(x2,y2#...,xr ,yr) and 
we may assume a = x2- Then D(x^,x^) = {x^,-y-^,x2»b} and
i *2since D(l,l) = {1,-x^y^,x^x2,bx^j is a group, bx^ e -x2y;iF . 
Moreover, x-jX2 e D(l,l) implies <-l,x^x2> c D(1,-x1x2) . So 
by Proposition 1.2, |d(1,x^x2) j ^ 4. Also, D(1,x-^x2) =
x1D(x1 ,x2) / x1D(x1,y1,x2,y2) = + {1»x1y1,x1x2,x1y2}- How­
ever, -x^-^, -x^y2 i D(1,x1x2) since cp is anisotropic. If 
-1 e d(1,x^x2) then -1 e d(1,x-lx2) D D(1,-x-^x2) ^ D(l,l) ,
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which contradicts s = 4. Thus D(1,XjX2) = {l/X^y^/x^x2,x^y2)»
. 2 ~and in particular, x-jX2 e YiY2F from which follows (x-ĵ :x2) =
(Yl,y2) - Finally, we may conclude that (x-^,y^,x2,y2) =
(x1,x2,x1,x2) — (X-^X-j^X-j^X^ .
Now consider (x3,y3). As above x3, ~Y3* al'b l e D(x3,x3). 
Suppose a^ e D(x-L,y-]_,x2,y2) . if a-̂  e D(x^,y^) , then as before 
(xi,yi,x3,y3) = . Hence (x1,y1,x2,y2»x3,y3) =
(x-L,x1,x^,x^,x2,y2) with D(x2,y2) ^ D(x-^,x^,x1,x^) = 
-D(x1»xl ,x1,x1) and cp would be isotropic. So /  D(x^,y^) 
and similarly a1 / D(x2,y2) . In fact, then, a-̂  / D(x^,Y^'x2' ̂ 2) ’ 
Therefore a-^b.^ e D(x^ ,y^, .. . ,xr ,yr) ; we can assume a-L = x^ 
and as above (x3,y3,x^,y^) = (x3,x3 ,x3 ,x3) . we can continue 
this process to obtain ^ = (x^,x^,x^,x^,...,xfc,xfc,xt ,xfc,
where t = r/2. The z^'s are distinct by the prop­
erties of the 3-decomposition. □
Theorem 1.7. Every non-real field F with u = q/2 < » and 
s = 4 is equivalent with respect to quadratic forms to the 
2-adic numbers Q2 or a formal iterated power series extension 
of Q 2< F is equivalent to Q2 if and only if q = 8 .
Proof. If q =* 4, s / 4  [1, Theorem 6.1]. If q = 8 and s = 4, 
then F is equivalent to the 2-adic numbers [1, Theorem 6.11]. 
Hence it suffices to assume q ^ 16. Let cp be a u-dimensional 
anisotropic form over F. By Proposition 1.6, ^ can be written 
after scaling as cp = (1,1,1 ,1 ,x2,x2,x2,x2, .. . ,xt ,x^.,xt ,xt , 
z z ^ )  where t = r/2 and the z^ are distinct. We know 
|D(1 ,1,1,1) 8 , and so the properties of the above 3-
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decomposition of cp yield 10(1,1,1,1)1 = 8 . Recall that 
|D(1,1)| = 4, and let D(l,l) = <a,b>. This implies that 
D(l» 1,1,1) = <̂— 1, a , b>.
Suppose x e D(l,l) . Then D(l,x) c D(l,1,1,1) . If 
D (1,x) = D(l,1,1,1), then -1 e D(l,x) means -1 e 
D(l,x) D D(l,-x) c d (1,1), a contradiction to s = 4. So 
D (1,x) p D(l,1,1,1), thus |D(l,x)j ^ 4. If |D(1»x)| = 2, 
then since (1,1,1,1) is not universal over F and -x e 
D(l,1,1,1), |D(1,-1)| = |D(1,(-x)x)| = 2 by Proposition 1.2. 
We have reached a contradiction.
Hence, for all x e D(l,l) , |D(l,x) j = 4 amd -1 <jt D(l,x) .
Now |D(1,1,1)| 6 by Elman and Lam [5, Lemma 3.2], and
D (1,1,1) ^ 0(1,1,1,1). So D (1,1,1) ^  {l,a,b,ab} U {c,d}, 
where c,d e 0(1,1,1,1) - D(l,l) = -D(l,l). Suppose for def­
initeness that -a, -b 6 D(l,l,l), so that 0(1,1,1) £?
{ 1 ,+a,+b,ab} .
Since D(l,a) c D(l,l,l) and |D(l,a)| = 4, D(l,a) = <a,y> 
for some y 6 D(1,1,1). Since the only groups that can be 
formed from the possible elements of D(l,l,l) are <a,b>, 
<a,-b>, <-a,b>, and <-a,-b>, then y is b or -b. Now consider 
D(l,-a) . Since -a e D(l,l,l) , we have D(l,-a) ^  D(l,1,1,1) , 
so jD(l,-a)| ^ 8 . If D(l,-a) = D(l,1,1,1), then D(l,l) CJ 
D(l,-a) , hence D(l,l) = D(l,l) Pi D(l,-a) c o(l,a) , yielding 
D(l,a) = D (1,1). This means 0(1,1,1,a) = D(l,1,1,1). But 
-a e D (1,1,1) implies 0 e 0(1,1,1,a) = D(l,1,1,1), so -1 e 
D (1,1,1) , a contradiction. Hence |D(l,-a) | <: 4, and -1 e 
D(l,-a), so D (1,-a) = <-l,a>. Similarly, D(l,-b) = <-l,b>.
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If b 6 D(l,a), then -a e D(l,-b), a contradiction. Thus 
y = -b and D(l/a) = <a,-b>. But -b e D(l,a) implies -a € 
D(l,b), so D(l,b) = <-a,b>. Also, -ab e D(l,a) implies 
-a e D(l,ab), so D(l,ab) = <-a,-b>.
If -ab ft D (1,1,1) , then (l,l,l,ab) is anisotropic. But 
(l,l,l,ab) represents 0 = a + (-a) non-trivially. So -ab e 
D( 1,1,1) , and a similar technique to that above for D(l,-a) 
shows D(l,-ab) = <-l,ab>. Hence D(l,l,l) = {l,+a,+b,+ab}; 
so | D (1,1,1) | = 7 .
We have now shown |D(l,x)| = U and D(l,x) C D(l,1,1,1)
. 2for all x e D (1,1,1,1) - (-F ). The following argument, due 
to Cordes, shows that every quaternary anisotropic form 
p = (w-^,W2 ,w^) with w^ e D(l,1,1,1) represents D(l, 1,1,1). 
From calculations above and the fact that D(P) = U D(a,p) , 
a e d(w1 ,w2) , p e D(w3 ,wji), it follows that D(M) ^  D(l, 1,1,1) 
If three w^ are in the same square class, then |D(1,1,1)| = 7 
implies |D(P)| > 8 and hence D(p) = D(l,1,1,1). If two w^ 
are in the same square class, then P = (wjWjW^w^) . We may 
assume D(w,w) H Dtw^w^) = 0 or else F- has three like 
entries. But then |D(F)| |D(w,w) | + ^(w^fW^) | = 8 and so
D (M-) = D(l,1,1,1). Finally, if F contains no like entries, 
we may assume D(w^,w2) fl D(w2,w^) = 0 and the reasoning is 
the same. Since -1 e D (1,1,1,1) , then any five dimensional 
form with coefficients out of D (1,1 ,1 ,1) is isotropic.
Returning to our scaled P-decomposition of cp, cp =
(1,1 ,1 ,1 ,X2 *X2 * X2 «x2, . . ., x̂ _, xfc, x_̂ , z^) 9 recall
that the are distinct. Let D (1,1,1,1) be denoted by D
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for simplicity of notation, and consider the cosets of D.
Then we have Q(F)/D = {D,X2D,...,xtD,bjD,...,b^D}, where for
all j, l ^ j  ^ k, z. € b D for some m, 1 ^ m ^ X. clearly J J j m
|Q(F)/D| = q/8 . Suppose now that z-L,...,z,- e bmD for some
• 2m, 1 £ m ^ X. Then, since b D i> <-l,a,b>, z. e -z.F , foriu m i j
some i, j, l ^ i < j ^ 5 .  This contradicts the anisotropy
of cp. Similarly, no 5 of the z^, 1 ^ j ^ k, can belong to
any b D ,  1 ^ m ^ X . If some b D contained fewer than 4 of m m
the z j , then dim (1 ,1,1,1 , X2, *̂29 ̂"2 8 ̂ 29 * * 0 9 ̂ t8 ̂ t8 ̂"t8 "̂ t8
z , • • ° f 2^) ^ dim (1,1 ,1,1 ,X2 ,X2 ,X2 ,X2, • • •, , x^, x_̂ , x_̂ ,
b^b^b-j^b^, . . . ̂ j^bj&fbj^bjj) = |Q(F)/D] • 4 = q/2 = u, which
contradicts the u-dimensionality of cp. Thus exactly 4 of
the z • in cp are in each b D, and cp can be reordered so that 3 m
cp = (1,1,1,1,X2 #X2 *x2'X2'* * " ' 8̂ t 8̂ t 8̂ t8^11 * ̂ 21 *Z31'zlj.1'
 9ZH 9Z2i,z3i,Z'ki) 8 where zij e bjD for 1 i ^ 4,
1 £ j £ X.
Next, consider some quaternary subform (z^j'z2j'z3j'z4j)
from the above ordering of cp, 1 ^ j ^ X . We have
{z,.,z .,z ,z, .} c b.D, sob.z.. e D(l,1,1,1) forJ-J z3 JD ^3 3 3
i = 1,...,4. Now (z, ./z .,z .,z. .) is anisotropic since it-LJ Z1 J 3 4 3
is a subform of cp, hence bj (z^j ,  ̂, z^ j , ^) =
(bjZ.^ ,bjZ£j,bjZ^^»bjzkj) is anisotropic. Thus by the result 
of Cordes shown in the next to last paragraph,
b j (zj_ j • z2 j ' z3 j 9 zij j) = (1 ,1,1,1), i.e., (zlj'z2j ,z3j , Z4 j ̂ =
(b ■ ,b . ,b . ,b .) , 1 ^ j £ X. So cp = (l,l,l,l,x9,x„,x ,x„,---
3 3 3 3 z z z z
xt-xt.xt.=t'bi'bi'bi'bi W W -
To simplify notation again, let cp = (1 ,1,1,1,
a2,a2,a2,a2,...,an ,an ,an ,an) where n = q/8 and Q(F)/D =
{D,a2P*•■•*anD)• Suppose |D(l,x)j 4 for some x e
D(a2,a2»a2,a2). Then cp = (l,l,l,l,x,x,x,x,a2 ,a2 ,a2,a2,...,
4 2
an'an'an /an̂  * If 2 € D (1 "x) 0 D(l,1,1,1), then z e + F ,
2 *2 2 + aF ,+ bF , or + abF '. Buf if -1 e D(l,x), then -x e
D (1,1) , a contradiction. Also, if a e D(l,x) , then -x e
D(l,-a) ^ D (1,1,1), a contradiction. Similarly, b,ab ^
D(l,x). The anisotropy of cp implies that -a,-b,-ab & D(l,x)
hence D(l,x) fl D(l,l,l) = {1}. If z € D(l,x) fl xD(l,1,1,1),
% 2then zx € D(l,x) fl D(l,1,1,1) = {1}, so z € xF . Thus
D (1,x) fl D(x,x,x,x) = {x}, and so |D(l,l,l,l,x,x,x, x) 1 ^
|1D(1,1 ,1 ,1) - {1}] U D (1 ,x) U [D(x,x,x,x) - {x}]| ^
7 + 4 + 7 = 18. Thus | D(cp) | ^ 18 + 2 (u - 8) = q + 2, a
contradiction. So for all x e D(a2,a2,a2,a2), |D(l,x)| = 2,
and similarly, for all x e D(a.,a.,a.,a.), 2 ^ i ^ n,J ' 1 x 1
|D(1 , x ) | = 2.
Summarizing, then, the binary quadratic form structure 
of F is given by the following: D(l,-1) = Q(F) = <-l,a,b>,
D (1,1) = <a,b>, D (1,a) = <a,-b>, D(l,-a) = <-l,a>, D(l,b) - 
<-a,b>, D (1,-b) = <-1,b>, D (1,ab) = <-a,-b>, D(l,-ab) =
<-l,ab>, D (1,x) = <x> for all other x in Q(F).
The 2-adic numbers Q2 have D(l,-1) = Q(Q2) = <-1,2,-3>. 
Moreover, D(l,l) = <2,-3>, D(l,2) = <2,3>, D(l,-2) = <-l,2>, 
D (1,-3) = <-2,-3>, D (1,3) = <-l,-3>, D(l,-6) = <-2,3>, and 
D (1,6) = <-l,6>. So tr : Q(Q2) Q(F) defined by a(-1) = -1, 
o(2) = a, o(-3) = b and extended homomorphically satisfies
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aD(a,(3) = D(a (a) , a((3)) for all a, £ e Q(Q2), If q(F) = 
ir-f-32 ^ 1 6  and if ((y)) denotes the field of formal power
series over Q2# it is clear that any isomorphic extension of 
o : Q(Q2) -» F to Q[Q2 ((y1)) ((y2)) *'* ((Yr))] satisfies the 
hypothesis of Proposition 2.2 of [1]. Hence a is an equiv­
alence map and the Theorem is proved. □
The above result for s = 4 is more definite and satisfy­
ing than the analagous results for s = 1,2. Although the 
binary quadratic form structure can be determined when 
s = 1,2, the resulting fields are equivalent with respect
to quadratic forms to fields whose existence is unknown or
to power series extensions of such fields.
From the discussion preceding Theorem 4 in [2] and by 
the same techniques used for Proposition 5.15 in [1], it is 
easily seen that there are only three types of possible
. 2fields F (up to equivalence) with u(F) = q(F)/2, R(F) ^ F ,
and s (F) = 1 or 2:
2 2(1) a field F with R(F)= F U -F , s(F) = 2
o 2 • 0(2) a field F with R(F)= F U aF , a ^ + F , s(F) = 2
(3) a field F with R (F) = F2 (J aF^, a & F2, s (F) = 1. 
These types of fields will be referenced as numbered above 
in the work that follows. Although each type is unique, 
their existence is not determined for any q 8 .
We also list two fields F with q(F) = 8 and "trivial" 
radical for ease of reference:
(4) a field F with q(F) = 8 , u(F) = 4, R(F) = F2, 
m(F) = 4 and s(F) = 2.
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(5) a field F with q(F) = 8 , u(F) = 4, R(F) = F2, 
m(F) = and s(f) = 1.
These are actually power series extensions of fields with 
u = 2 and q = 4, as will be noted later, and their exis­
tence is known (see Theorem 6.11(4) and Propositions 6.6 
and 6 .7 of [1]).
Proposition 1.8. Let F be a nonreal field with u = q/2 < ", 
q ^ 16, and s = 2. Suppose there exists an anisotropic u- 
dimensional form over F which has some repeated entries.
rsjThen there exists one of the form cp = (1,1,a. ,a. , . . . ,a ,a ),1 1  n n
n + 1 = q/4; |D(1,1)| = 4; and |D(l,+a^)| = 2 or 4,
1 £ i ^ n.
Proof. Since D(l,l,l) = Q(F), the maximal number of times 
any entry is repeated in an anisotropic u-dimensional form 
is two. Let cp be an anisotropic u-dimensional form with 
some repeated entries, and arrange the entries of cp so that 
the pairs of like entries are listed first, i.e., cp =
Ẑ1 'Z1 'Z2/Z2'* ’ ’ ̂ k ^ k ^ l *  * * *Xr̂  ’ scali-n9 there exists
a u-dimensional form cp where cp = (1,1 ,a. ,an • - - * »a *a 'i i  k k
x^,...,x ), with the x^ distinct if they actually are 
present.
Since -1 e D(l,l) , D(l,l) , D (a^, a^) , . . . , d (a^, a^) ,
{x.}. ,, {-x.}. , are pairwise disjoint sets (e.g.,ri1 mL JL *
z e D(a. ,a.) flD(a.,a.) => a.z e D(l,l) =» -a.z e d (1,1) ,1 1  j j i i
hence -z e D(a. ,a.) => 0 = -z + z e D(a. ,a. ,a. ,a.) c D(cp) , a1 3. 3. X ^ U
contradiction). By Proposition 1.3, |D(1,1)| 4. Since
u = 2 (k+1) + r, we have the following inequality:
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| D(cp) | > |D(l,l)UD(a1 ,a1)U. - •UD(ak ,ak)U{xi}i^1U{-xi}if1 |
>̂ 4 (k+1) + 2r = 2u = q; 
and this says Q(F) = D(l,l)UD(a^,a^)U-•-UD(a^,a^)U{+x^}
This then forces |D(1,1)1 = 4 = |D(a^,a^)|, 1 ^ i ^ k. Let 
D(l,l) = <-l,a> for some a e Q(F).
Suppose at least one x^ actually appears in cp and con­
sider the cosets of D = D (1#1) in Q(F)* where we let
Q(F)/D= {D^a^^D, . . . ̂ a^D/bj^D, . . . fb^D} for some b^ € Q(F),
1 ^ j <. &. Clearly the x^ are in the b^D, and |Q(F)/D| =
q/4. Consider x.j , . . . ,x and suppose that x^,X2»x^ e b^D.
 ̂2Then since b^D = b^<-l,a>, -xm e xnF for some 1 ^ m ^ n £ 3, 
which contradicts the anisotropy of cp. Similarly, at most
2 of the x^ can belong to each b^D. Suppose next that some 
b.D contained only one of the x.. Then dim (1,1,a.,a ,...,3 J l 1 1
a_̂ , a^ ,x^,..., Xj») “C dim (1 ,l,a^,a^, .. ., a^, a^ ,b^,b^, •»• * ̂  ̂ ^ jj,)
= |Q(F)/D|*2 = (q/4)*2 = u, which contradicts the dimension
of cp. Thus exactly two of the x^ are in each b^D and cp may
be rearranged so that cp = (1,l,a^,a^,...,a^,a^,x^^,X2 ,̂
x.„,x„„,...,x .,x„.), where x .. e b .D for i = 1, 2; for each j.2. J.a' 13 3
j, 1 ^ j ^ I. Consider a pair (x-^j,X2j) where x^j'x2j €
b.D. Now b .(x..,x„.) = (b.x..,b.x ) must be anisotropic
3 3 -*-3 ^3 3 -*-3 3 ^3
since cp is, and bjX^,bjX2j e D. By inspection, the only 
distinct binary forms with entries in D which are aniso­
tropic are (1,1), (l,a), and (1,-a). If (b^x^^,b^X2^) =
7
(1,1), then (x1:.,x2j) = (bj,bj); and if (b^x.^ ,b..x2j) =
(l,a), then (x^j'x2j) " (bj'kja)- Since this pair appears 
in cp, |D(bj,bja) | <; 4, so |D(l,a) | ^ 4. But -a e D, so
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-1 e D(l,a) , hence |D(l»a) j = 4. Thus D(l,a) = <-l,a> = D,
and so D(bj,bja) = D(b..,bj). Thus (b^b^a) may be replaced
in °P by (b.,b.)- If (b .x. . ,b ,x0 .) = (1,-a) , a similar argu-■* 3 3 3 1] 3 2]'
ment shows (x, . ,x9 .) may be replaced in cp by (b. ,b.) - Thus,
-LD ^ 3 3 3
in all cases (x, .,x_.) may be replaced by (b. ,b.) in cp.
J-D 3 J
Hence, cp = (l,l,a1 ,a1,---,3^ , ^ , ^ , ^ ,  . . . ,b^,bx) , and it may
be assumed that no distinct entries x^ actually appear.
By the above, let cp = (1,1,a^,a^, . . . ,an , a^) where
n + 1 = q/4. For any i, 1 ^ i jg n, D(a^,a^) = {±a^'±aaj_}»
and D(l,ai) ^ D(l,ai ,l,ai) = D(l,l) U D(ai ,ai) =
{+l,+a,+a^,+aa^}. Thus |D(l,a^)| < 8 , and since D(l,a^) is
a 2-group, |D(1,a^) | = 2 or 4, l ^ i ^ n .  Since for all i,
1 ^ i ^ n, D(-a.,-a.) = D(a.,a.), we have then D(l,-a.) ^1 1 1 x x ' 5=
D(l,-a^,l,-a^) = d (1,1) U D(a^,a^), so by the same argument, 
|D(l,-a^)| = 2  or 4, 1 £ i £ n. This completes the proof of 
the proposition. H
Proposition 1.9. Let K be a nonreal field with u = q/2 < 00,
q ^ 8 , and s = 2, and suppose there exists an anisotropic
u-dimensional form over K which has some repeated entries. 
Then K is equivalent with respect to quadratic forms to a 
field of type (2) or (4) or to an iterated formal power 
series extension of one of them.
Proof. This is clear for q = 8 by Theorem 6.11 of [1], so
let q ^ 16. Since an anisotropic u-dimensional form over K
with some repeated entries exists, by Proposition 1.8 there 
also exists cp = (l,l,a^,a^,...,a ,a ) anisotropic with
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n + 1 = q/4, jD(1,1) | = 4, and |D(l,+ai) | = 2 or 4,
1 s i ^ n. Suppose for all i, 1 ^ i ^ n, that |D(l,a^) | = 2. 
Then by Proposition 1.1, |D(l,-a^) j = 2, |D(l,aa^)| = 2, and
]D(l,-aa^) j = 2. Since Q(K) is given by Q(K) =
{+l,+a,+a^,...,+an ,+aa^,...,+aan), |D(l,x) J = 2 for all x e
Q (K) - D (1,1) . Now <-l,a> f; D(l,+a) , so suppose there 
exists b e D (1,+a) - D(l,l). Then + a e D(l,-b), which is 
a contradiction. So D (1,a) = <-l,a> = D(l,-a), and the 
binary quadratic form structure is given by D(l,l) = D(l,+a)
=<-l,a>, D (1,x) = <x> for all x e Q(K) - D(l,l). This field
K is thus clearly equivalent to an iterated formal power 
series extension of a field of type (4), which is known to 
exist (see Proposition 6.6 of [1]).
Next suppose there exists some i, 1 ^ i ^ n, such that 
|D(l,a^)|=4, say i = 1, so that |D(l,a^)| = 4. Now -1 / 
0 (1,3 )̂ , so -a^ / 0 (1,3^  . Thus, since D ^ a ^ )  p 
{+l,+a,+a^,+aa^}, either a or -a (but not both) is in 
D(l,a1) , so D(l,a1) = <a,a^> or D ^ a ^ )  = <-a,a^>. Suppose
for definiteness that D(l,a^) = <a,a^>. The proof is simi­
lar in the other case and will be omitted, since it yields 
equivalent results. Since a e D(l,a^), then D(l,a) c 
D(l,l,a^). Now |D(l,l,a^)| ^ jD(l,l,a ,a^)| - 1 = 7 ,  so 
D(l,l,a^) {+l*±a 'a^} and possibly two more of {-a^,+aa^}.
Therefore D(l,a) p {+1,±a /±a^»±aa^}> so |D(l,a) | = 2 or 4. 
Now -a e d(1,1), so -1 e D(l,a), thus -a e D(l,a), and this 
gives |D(l,a) | = 4 and D(l,a) = <-l,a> = D(l,l) . Also, 
jD^a.^) j = 4 implies ^(l^a^^) | = 4 since |D(l,-a^) j £ 4,
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by Proposition 1.1. Now D(l,aa^) / D(l,l,aa^,aa^) =
D (1»1»a^,a^), so D(l,aa^) R {tl/taz+a^,+aa^}, thus 
jD(l,aa1)| £ 4. Since a e D(l,a1) 0 D(l,-a) c D(l/aa1), we 
have D(l,a^) = <a,a^> = D(l,aa ). Similarly, we have 
D(1 ,-a) = <a,-a.j> = D(l,-aa1) .
Consider D(l,a2). Now a € D(l,a^) means -a £ D(l,a2)
so either D(l,a2) = <a,a2>, in which case a2 e D(l,-a), or 
D(l,a2) = <^2>. Similarly, for all i, 2 £ i ^ n, D(l,a^) = 
<a,a.>, so that a. e D(l,-a), or D(l,a.) = <a.>. By rear-X X X X
ranging cp then, cp = (l,l,b^»b^, . . . ,b^,b^,c^,c^, . . . ,0^,0 )̂ ,
where D(l,b^) = <a,b^> for all i, 1 s; i £ k, and D(l,c^) =
<c^> for all i, 1 ^ i ^ m. Notice also that D(l,-a) =
{±l,±b1 ,+ab1 , . . . ,±bk ,+abk ) = 0 (1 ,1, ^ , ^ , . . . , ^ , ^ ) .
Suppose that no pair (c^,c^) appears in cp, i.e., m = 0.
Then cp = (1,1#^,b1, . . . ,bn »b ) , n + 1 = q/4, where Dfl/b^) =
<a,b^> = D(l,ab^) for all i, 1 s i s n. Then D(l,-b^) =
<a,-b^> = D(l,-ab^) for all i, 1 <: i <: n also. The binary
quadratic form structure in this case is then D(l,l) =
<-l,a> = D (1,a) , D(l,-a) = Q (K) = D(l,-1), and D(l,x) =
<a,x> = D(l,ax) for all x e Q(K) - D(l,l). So K has 
.2 .2R(K) = K U aK and is thus equivalent to a field of type
(2). At present no such field is known to exist.
Suppose now that some pair (c^,c^) appears in cp, i.e., 
m / 0 ,  where c^ £ D(l,l,b^,b^,.•.#b^»b ) = D(l,-a). Thus 
(Q (K) /D(l,-a) | 2, which means |D(l,-a) | £ q/2. Thus there
exist at least q/2 elements of Q(K) such that D(l,x) = <x>.
by the anisotropy of cp. Also, D(l,a2) S? {+1 ,+a»+a2, +aa
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The binary quadratic form structure here is thus 0(1/1) = 
<-l,a> = D(l,a), D(l,-a) = D(l,-1), D(l,x) = <a,x> = D(l,ax) 
for all x 6 D(b ,b » . • . ,b ,b ) , and D(l,x) = <x> for all_L •*» K K
other x e Q(K). So K is equivalent to an iterated formal
power series extension of a field F with Q(F) = 
{+l/+a/+b^/+ab^,...f+b^z+ab^} where DF (1,1) = <-l,a> = 
D_(l,a), D (1 ,-a) = Q(F)*and for all y e Q (F) - D(l,l),r r
n(l,y) = <a,y>. F is clearly a field of type (2). Thus
all cases have been explored and the proposition is proved.
□
Proposition 1.10. Let K be a nonreal field with u =  q/2 < oo,  
q ^ 16, and s = 2 , and suppose every u-dimensional aniso­
tropic form over K has distinct entries. Then K is equiva­
lent with respect to quadratic forms either to a field of 
type (1) or to an iterated formal power series extension of 
such a field.
P r o o f . L e t  cp b e  a  u - d i m e n s i o n a l  a n i s o t r o p i c  f o r m ,  s a y  cp =
(1 ,x-̂ , . . . ,xu_-̂ ) where the x^ are distinct. Consider the 
groups D(l,x^), 1 ^ i £ u-1, examining D(l,x^) in particular. 
Now for all i, 2 ^ i ^ u-1, + x^ / D(l,x^) by the anisotropy 
of cp and the fact that every u-dimensional anisotropic form 
has distinct entries. We then have ] {±xj_}i=2 1 = 2 (u“2) = 
q-4, so there exist at least q-4 elements of Q(K) that are 
not in D(l,x^), hence |D(l,x^)| ^ 4. Similarly, for all i,
1 ^ i ^ u-1, | D ( l , x ^ ) J ^ 4. If |D (1,x ^ ) | = 2 for a l l  i,
1 ^ i ^ u-1, then by Proposition 1.2, |D(l,-x^)| = 2 for all 
i, 1 £ i £ u-1, also. But | { + x ^ } |  = 2 (u-1) = q-2, so for
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all a e Q(K) - (+K2)- |D(l,a)| = 2. Also, if a € D(l,l),
. 2a / + K # then -1 e D(l,-a), a contradiction. Thus |D(1,1)| 
= 2 also, which directly contradicts Proposition 1.3.
Thus there exists some i, 1 ̂  i ^ u-1, such that
|D(l,x^)| = 4, say jD(l,x^)| = 4. since for all i,
2 ^ i <: u-1, +x^ £ D(l,x^) , and Q (K) = ^ {±l'±xi}'
we have D(l,x^) = <-l,x^>. This in turn implies by propo­
sition 1.1 that |D(l,-x^)| >̂ 4. Suppose for some i,
2 ^ i ^ u-1, that x. e D(l,-x,). Then 1 e D(x, ,x.)# so cpi 1 1 x '
can be written with two like entries, a contradiction. Next 
suppose for some i, 2 ^ i ^ u-1, that -x^ € d (1,-x ^). Then 
x^ e D(l,x^), so cp can be written with like entries, a con­
tradiction. Thus for all i, 2 ^ i ^ u-1, +x^ / D(l,-x^).
Hence D(l,-x^) ^ {±l'±x]_}' an<3 since |D(l,-x^) | 4,
D(l,-x1) = <-l,x.j> = D ^ x ^ )  . Similarly, if any x^ has 
JD(l,x^)|=4, then |D(l,-x^)| = 4 also; and if any x^ has
]D(l,-xi)| 4, then |D(l,x^)| ;> 4, so |D(l,x^)| = 4, hence
|D(l,-x^)|=4. in either situation, D(l,x^) = <-l,x^> =
D(l,-x.) for that x.. i i
Thus cp can be rearranged so that cp = (l,x^»..-#x ,
y^,...,y^), where for all i, 1 £ i ^ n, D(l,x^) = <-l,x^> =
D (1,-x.), and for all i, 1 ^ i ^ m , D(l,y.) = <y.>» D(l,-y.)1 1 i
= <-yi>. Clearly | D (1,x1 ,...,xn) ] <; 2(n+l), so
D(l,x^,•••,x ) = {+l,+x^,..-,±xn)- If a e D (1,1), then
-1 e D(l,-a) . Thus -a e D (1,x -̂ , ,x^) , and we then have
a g DfljX^ . . . ,x ) . This says D(l,l) 5 D (1 ,x^, . . . ,Xn) . If
. 2 ,a e D(l,x,,...,x ), then a e + x.K where 1 ^ x ^ n or l n — x
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• 2 * 2  a e +K . If a e + x^K , then JD(l,a) | = 4, so -1 e D(l,a) ,
hence -a e D(l,l), so a e D(l,l). Clearly + 1 6 D(l,l), so
we have D (1,x^, • • .#xn) £  D(l,l). Hence D(l,l) =
D(l,x^,•-•*x ), which shows D(l,x^,...,xn) is a 2-group and
also D (1,1) = { +1 , +x^ / - . . ,±x } -
Suppose that no y^ appear in cp, i.e., cp =
(l,x1,...,x _,) where D(l,x.) = <-l,x.> = D(l,-x.) for all 
J , U  jL  3 , 3L
• 2i, 1 ^ i ^ u-1. Then for all a / + K , |D(l,a)| = 4 ,  -1 e
D(l,a), hence -a e D(l,l). Thus j D(l,l)| = q, R(K) =
.2 . 2  .2K U -K and D(l,x) = <-l,x> for all x e Q(K) - (+K ). So
K is equivalent with respect to quadratic forms to a field
of type (1).
If on the other hand, at least one y^ appears in cp, 
say y ^  then y.̂  / D(l,x1» . . . ,xn) = D(l,l), so |Q (K) /D(1,1) | 
2, thus |D(1,1)| ^ q/2. So there are at least q/2 ele­
ments of Q(K) not in D(l,l), i.e., there exist at least q/2 
elements a e Q(K) such that |D(l,a)| = 2. in this case the 
binary quadratic form structure is given by D(l,l) =
<-l,x1, . . . ,xn>, D(l,xi) = <-l,x/> = D ^ - x ^ )  for all i,
1 ^ i s n, and D(l,y) = <y> for all other y € Q(K). Thus 
K is equivalent with respect to quadratic forms to an
iterated formal power series extension of a field of type
(1), and the proposition is proved. □
The following theorem summarizes the results obtained 
for the s = 2 case.
Theorem 1.11. Every nonreal field K with u(K) = q(K)/2 < 00, 
s(K) = 2, and q(K) ^>8 , is equivalent with respect to
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quadratic forms to a field of type (1), (2), or (4), or to
an iterated formal power series extension of such a field.
Proof. If q(K) = 8 , see Theorem 6.11 of [1]. If q(K) 16,
Propositions 1.9 and 1.10 complete the proof. □
As previously mentioned, fields of type (4), and thus 
iterated formal power series extensions of them, are known 
to exist. The existence of the other fields possible for 
s = 2 is not presently known. We now turn to the remain­
ing case to be considered, namely s = 1 .
Proposition 1.12. Let F be a nonreal field with u = q/2 < oo,
q ^ 16, and s = 1. Then there exists an anisotropic u-
dimensional form cp such that cp = (l,x,a, ,a,x, . . . ,a ,a x) for^ T 1 1  n n
some x e Q(F), where n + 1 = q/4, JD(l,x) j = 4, and
{lfa^,...,a } is a full set of coset representatives of
D (1,x) in Q(F). Also, D(l,x) = <a,x> and 0 (1,3^), D(l,aix),
D(l,aa.)» D(l,aa.x) have order 2 or 4 for all i, 1 £ i ^ n.' i i
Proof. Let cp = (l,x ,- - - )  where the x.are distinct. ________ U.*- J- 1
Suppose for any such cp that |D(l,x^) j = 2 for all i,
. 21 £ i <; u-1. However, there does exist some x e Q(F) - F
such that |D(1,x) | ^ 4, since u / q (see Theorem 5.13 of
[1]). If it is assumed that for all i / j ,  1 ^ i , j ^ u-1,
* 2x^x. / xF , then x / D(l,x^) yields x^ / D(l,x), hence xx^ /
D(l,x) for all i, 1 £ i £ u-1. Since xx. / x.F for anyt 3
i / j ,  1 £ i,j ■£• u— 1, then [{x^} U (xxxj]x=x contains 2 (u-1)
= q-2 elements. Thus there are q-2 elements of Q(F) not in
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D (1 ,x), hence |d (1,x )| = 2, a contradiction. So for some
• 2i / j, 1 i,j ^ u-1, we have x^x^ e xF . Then cp has 
(x.,x.x) as a subform, so (l,x) is a subform of x.cp, which' X X x
is a u-dimensional anisotropic form with distinct entries 
also.
On the other hand, if there exists some x^ such that 
|D(l,x^) | 4, then cp itself has a subform (l,x) (namely,
(l,x±)) with |D(1,x) j ^ 4.
• 2Rearrange cp so that if some product x^x^ e xF , (x^,Xj)
is placed after (l,x); and continue until cp has the form
cp = (l,x,y1,y1x,y2#y2x,...,ym#ymx,z1 ,...,zn), where u =
2 (m+1) + n. Clearly zi ,m'',zn & D(l*x,...,ym »y x). Suppose
z.x e D(l,x,y,,y,x,...,y ,y x). Then z e 1 1 1  m m  1
xD{l,xfy1,Y1x, . . . ,ym ,ymx) = D^x.y-^y-jX, - - • ,ym ,ymx) , a con­
tradiction. Also, z^x / (z2,...,zn) by the above arrange­
ment of cp. Thus j [{z^} U {z^x}]^^ | = 2n, and none of 
these elements is in D(l,x,y^*y^x,...,ym »ymx). Hence 
|D(cp) | 4 (m+1) + 2n = 2u = q, so if |d(1,x) | > 4, |D(cp) | >
q, a contradiction. Hence |D(l,x) j = 4, so let D(l,x) = 
<a,x> for some a e Q(F), and abbreviate D(l,x) by D. Let 
{l,y^,•••»y *w^,...,w^} be a full set of coset representa­
tives of D in Q(F). Clearly there are |Q(F)/D| = q/4 ele­
ments in this set, and the z^ are in the w^D.
Suppose that z^iZ^,z^ e w^d = {w^»w^a,w^x,w^ax}. By 
inspection, some pair out of {z^>z^,z^} will have product x, 
contradicting the way cp was arranged above. Thus in general
at most two of the z. are in each w.D. Suppose some w.Dx 3 3
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contained only one z^. Then, dim cp ^
dim . . . ,ym ,ymx,w1 ,w1x, . . . ,wA/wxx) = |Q(F)/Dj-2
= (q A )  *2 = u , which contradicts the dimension of cp. Thus 
exactly two of the z^ are in each w^D, and we again rearrange
cp so that cp = ( l ^ y ^ y ^ x ,  . . . 'ym '^mX 'Zll,Z21'z12'z22'
• ■ ' >z1 l,z2 s) • w^ere z ^  e w^D for i = 1,2; for each j,
1 ^ j ^ I.
Consider any pair (zij'z2j)' w^ere zij'Z2j 6 wjD * T^e
form w. (z . ,z9 .) = (w.z, .,w.z„.) must be anisotropic since J J-3 43 3 xj j zj
cp is, and w.z .,w.z9 . € D. By inspection, the only possible J J-D 3 ^3
anisotropic binary forms with entries out of D are (l,a),
(l,x), (l,ax), (a,x), (a,ax), and (x,ax). Suppose
(WjZlj,WjZ2j) = (1.x). Then (z^.z^) = (w_.,w,.x). if
(WjZ1j.WjZ2j) = (l.a) , then ( z ^ z ^ )  = (w_.,w,.a). since
this is a subform of cp, a counting argument on lD(cp) j shows
|D(Wj,w^a)| ^ 4 , hence |D(l,a)| *s 4 . Since x € D(l,a) ,
D(l,a) = D (1 ,x) , so (zij,z2ĵ  ma^ replaced in cp by
(Wj,WjX) thus getting a new u-dimensional form but without
affecting the anisotropy. If (WjZ^j'wjZ2j> ^ (l,ax), then
z..,z„.) = (w.,w.ax), and as above we may replace (z. .»z..)ID 2j D 3 v lD 2D
in cp by (w^ ,w^x) . If (wjz1j ,wjz2ĵ  “ (a,x) , then (z1j'z2j)
= (w^a,WjX) . Thus |D(Wja,w^x) | 4, so lD(a,x) | 5 4, hence
|D(l,ax)| ^ 4, and as before D(l,ax) = D(l,x). This gives 
D(a,x) = aD(l,ax) = aD(l,x) = D(l»x), so (z^^,Z2j) may be 
replaced in cp by (Wj,w^x). The other cases, (a,ax) and 
(x,ax), are done similarly and yield the same result. So
for all j, 1 £ j ^ A, (z^j,Z2j) can be replaced in cp by
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(Wj #WjX), and there is a cp of the form cp =
(l,x,y^,y^x,...'Ym 'ymx 'wi'wix '•••/Wx'w 4x)• Thus we can
write cp = (l,x,a, , a x, ... , a , a x) where n + 1 = q/4, and1 1  n n
{l,a^,...,a } is a full set of coset representatives of 
D (1,x) in Q (F) .
Moreover, D(l,a^), D(l,a^x) are properly contained in 
D(l,x,a.,a.x), for all i, 1 £ i £ n; and D(l,aa.), D(l,aa.x)1 1  X 1
are properly contained in D(l,x,aa^,aa^x), for all i,
1 £ i £ n. But D(l,x,a.,a.x) = D(l,x) U  D(a.,a.x) and1 1  1 1
D(l,x,aa^ ,aa^x) = D(l,x) U D(aa^,aa^x) by counting arguments
on |D(cp) J, and both of these sets are equal to
{l,a,x,ax,a.,aa.,a.x,aa.x}. Thus D(l,a.)/ D(l,a.x),1 1 1 1 1 ' i' i '
D(l,aa^), and D(l,aa^x) are properly contained in this set 
of 8 elements. Since all these sets are 2-groups, they must 
have order 2 or 4, for all i, 1 £ i £ n. The proposition 
is proved. □
Theorem 1.13. Every nonreal field K with u(K) = q(K)/2 
s(K) = 1/ and q(K) ^ 8 is equivalent with respect to qua­
dratic forms to a field of type (3) or (5), or to an iterated 
formal power series extension of such a field.
Proof. If q(K) = 8 , see Theorem 6.11 of [1]. So suppose 
q(K) 16, and let cp = (l,x,a^,a^x, . . . 'an 'anx) be the u- 
dimensional anisotropic form whose existence is guaranteed 
by Proposition 1.12.
Suppose that |D(l,a^) j = 2 for all i, 1 <; i ^ n. Con­
sider D(l,aa^) p {l,a,x,ax,a^,aa^,a_^x,aa^x} (see proof of
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proposition 1.12). Now aa^ / D(l,x) implies x 0 D(l,aa^). 
Moreover, ax £ D(l,a^) means a^ / D(l,ax). Since a e D(l,a) 
fl D (1 ,x) c d (1,ax) also, we have aa^ / D(l,ax) , or ax g' 
D(l,aa^). So D(l,aa^) C {l,a,a^,aa^}. But a g' D(l,a^), so 
aa^ $ D(l,a^), hence a^ / D(l,aa^) and a D(l,aa^). Hence 
D(l,aa.) = <a,a.>, so |D(l,aa.)I = 2 also. Consider1 X ' X I
D(l,a^x). Since a^x $ D(l,x), then x g' D(l,a^x). Moreover,
a^x / D(l,aa^) implies aa^ / D(l,a^x), and so ax $ D(l,a^x).
Similarly, a^,aa^ g D(l,a^x). if a e D(l,a^x), then a e
D(l,a^x) fl D (1 ,x) c 0(1,3^) , a contradiction, so a g
D(l,a^x) , thus aa^x ^ D(l,a^x) . Hence D(l,a^x) = <a_^x>, and
|D(l,a^x) j = 2. similarly |D(l,aa^x)| = 2.
Clearly <a,x> e D(l,a), and <a,x> e D(l,ax). If b e 
D(l,a) - d(1,x), then a e D(l,b) but we have just shown that 
for all y e Q(K) - D(l,x), D(l,y) = <y>. Thus 0(1,a) =
<a,x> and similarly D(l,ax) = <a,x>. The binary quadratic 
form structure of K is therefore given by D(l,x) = D(l,a) = 
D(l,ax) = <a,x> and D(l,y) = <y> for all y e Q(K) - D(l,x). 
This field is clearly equivalent with respect to quadratic 
forms to an iterated formal power series extension of a field 
F of type(5). F(and thus K also) is known to exist (see 
Proposition 6.7 of [1]).
Now suppose instead that there exists some i, l ^ i ^ n ,  
such that |D(l,a^)| = 4. Assume without loss of generality 
that |D(l,a ) I = 4. Now D ^ a ^ )  = <a,a.j> or <ax,a^>, so 
suppose D(l,a^) = <a,a^>. (The other choice yields analogous 
results). Now we have a e D(l,a^) 0 D(l,x) G D(l,a^x), so
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|D(l,a^x)| = 4 and D(l,a^x) = <a,a^x>. Similarly, D(l,aa^)
= ^a.a^ ~ D (1,a-̂ ) and Dfl.aa^) = <a,a1x> = D ^ a ^ x )  . Now 
a e D(l,a1) , so for all i, 2 <; i <; n, ax / D(l,a^). (if 
so, a e D(x,a^x), and a e D(l,a^), hence cp can be written 
with 2 like entries.) So for all i, 2 ^ i < n, either 
D(l,a^) = <a,a^>, in which case a^ e D(l,a), D(l,a^x) = 
<a,a^x> = D(l,aaix) , and Dtljaa.^) = <a,a/> = 0 (1,3 )̂ as 
above for i = 1; or D(l,a^) = <a^>, in which case a^ /
D (1,a), D(l,aa.) = <aa.>, D(l,a.x) = <a x>, and D(l,aa.x) =*L jL 1 3. 3a
<aa^x>. Thus cp can be rearranged so that cp =
(l,x,a.,a x,...,a ,a x,b,,b.x,...,b ,b x) where D(l,y) =^ ^ X3 Ii 3* JL ILL m
<a,y> for all y e D(l,x,a1,a1x,...,an#anX) and D(l,y) = <y>
for all y € D(b,,b_x,...,b ,b x). Notice that D(l,a) =1 1  m m
(l,a,x,ax,a, ,aan .a^^a.x, . . . ,a ,aa ,a x,aa x) , so D(l,a) = 1 1 1 1  n n n n
D(l,x,a,»a x,...,a ,a x).1 1  n n
Suppose that no pair (b^,b_^x) appears in cp, i.e., m =  0.
Then cp = (l,x,a,,a x,..,a ,a x), where D(l,a.) = <a,a.> = ̂ 1 1  n n i i
D ^ a a ^ )  and Dtl.a^) = <a,a^x> = D(l,aaix) . Notice also 
that if b e D(l,ax) - D(l,x), then ax e D(l,b), a contradic­
tion. So the binary quadratic form structure in this case 
is given by D(l,x) = <a,x> = D(l,ax), D(l,a) = Q(K) = D(l,l), 
and D(l,y) = <a,y> for all y / D(l,x). So K is equivalent 
with respect to quadratic forms to a field F with R(F) =
F2 U aF2, u(F) = q(F)/2, and s(F) = 1  (type (3)).
Suppose on the other hand that some pair (b^»b^x) 
appears in cp, b^ ft D(l,x,a^,a^x,...,an ,a^x) = D(l,a). Thus 
| Q(K)/D(l,a) | ^  2, so |D(l,a) | <; q/2, and hence there exist
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at least q/2 elements y such that D(l,y) = <y>- Also, if
b e D(l,ax) - D (1 ,x) , then ax e D(l,b), a contradiction. So
the binary quadratic form structure in this case is given by
D(l,x) = <a,x> = D (1,ax), D(l,y) = <a,y> for all y e D(l,a)
= D(l,x,a,»a,x,...,a ,a x) , and D(l,y) = <y> for all other' 1 1  n n ' J
y e Q(K)- Since there are at least q/2 elements y such that
D(l,y) = <y>, K is equivalent with respect to quadratic
forms to an iterated formal power series extension of a field
F with Q(F) = {l,a,x,ax,a.»aa,»a x,aa x,...a ,aa ,a x,aa x} , ̂ 1 1 1  1 n n n  n J• 2 • 2where D„(l,a) = Q(F) = D_(l/1), so that R(F) = F U aF , and b b
for all other y e Q(F), D(l,y) = <a»y>. Clearly F is a field
of type (3). The proposition is proved, and the s = 1 case
is completed. □
The fields of type (4) and (5) are actually power series 
extensions of fields with u = 2 and q = 4, and there are no 
fields with u = 1 and q = 2 (see [1]). Thus we can general­
ize the results for the cases s = 1,2 even further, as 
stated in the following theorem.
Theorem 1.14. Every nonreal field K with u(K) = q(K)/2 00
and s(K) = 1 or 2 is equivalent with respect to quadratic 
forms to a field of one of the following types:
(1) a field F with R(F) = F2 U -F2, u(F) = q(F)/2, 
s (F) = 2
• 2 • 2 «2(2) a field F with R(F) = F  U aF , a / + F ,
u (F) = q(F)/2, s (F) = 1 or 2
(3) a field F with R(F) = F2* u(F) = 2, q(F) = 4, 
s(F) = 1 or 2
(4) an iterated formal power series extension of a field F of one of these three types.
CHAPTER II- NON-FORMALLY REAL FIELDS WITH q = 16
This chapter contains results which enable us to clas­
sify with respect to quadratic forms all possible nonreal 
fields K with q(K) ^ 16. Since fields with q ^ 8 were 
classified in [1], we restrict our attention to fields with 
q = 16. Also, since fields K with q(K) = 16 and non-trivial 
radical have |K/R(K)| ^ 8 , they have been classified in [3].
So we may assume all fields K under consideration here to
• 2have q(K) = 16 and R(K) = K .
By the work of Elman and Lam [5, Theorems 2.7, 2.7'], 
we know that if u / 16 then u ^ 8 . Since it is well known 
that u / 3, 5, or 7, we only need consider u = 2, 4, 6 , 8, 
or 16. Fields with u = q < °o and u = 2 were classified in 
{1], and the results of Chapter I classify fields with 
u = q/2 = 8 . Finally, by Pfister [13, satz 18(d)], q = 16 
implies s = 1, 2, or 4. So the cases left to be considered 
are q = 16, |R| = 1, u = 4 or 6 , and s = 1, 2, or 4. It will 
turn out, with two possible exceptions, that all fields that 
can exist with these properties are equivalent to formal 
power series extensions of fields with q = 8 , which are 
listed in 6 categories in Theorem 6.11 of [1]. At the end 
of the chapter we will combine our results into a theorem 
giving the possible nonreal fields with q = 16.
Proposition 2.1. Let K be a field with u ^ 6 and q ^ 16.
If there is an x e K with D(l,x) = <x>, then there is no 
a g K with 4 ^ |D(l,a) | <s q/4.
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p r o o f .  S u p p o s e  t h e r e  w a s  s u c h  a n  a. c o n s i d e r  D ( l , x , a , a x )  =
U D ( a , a P )  =  < x > D ( l * a )  U < x > D ( l * a x ) . S i n c e  u  ^  6, e v e r y  
a,PeD(l/X)
quaternary form of determinant 1 is universal. Since no 
group is the union of two proper subgroups and |<x>D(l,a)| ^ 
q/2, we must have <x>D(l»ax) = Q(K). Hence |D(l,ax)| ^  q/2. 
But D(l,ax) / Q(K) for if so, (l,x,a,ax) would be isotropic 
and this would mean -a e D(l,x). This is impossible under 
the hypotheses so |D(l,ax)| = q/2. it now follows that 1 
|D(l,a) fl D(l,ax) ] .]> |D(l,a) | ;> 2. However, D(l,a) 0
D(l,ax) c d (1,—x) = <-x> by proposition 1.2. So D(l,a) ^
< — x >  a n d  t h i s  a g a i n  c o n t r a d i c t s  - a  /  D ( l * x ) . T h u s  a  c a n n o t
e x i s t .  □
W e  r e m a r k  t h a t  i n  t h e  c o u r s e  o f  t h i s  p r o o f  i t  w a s  s h o w n  
t h a t ,  u n d e r  t h e  h y p o t h e s i s  o f  P r o p o s i t i o n  2.1, J D ( l , a ) |  = 2 
i m p l i e s  | D ( l , a x ) |  q/2, a n d  i n  f a c t  | D ( l » a x ) |  = q/2. S o ,
i n  p a r t i c u l a r ,  i f  s ^ 2, t h e n  |0 (1 *1) | = q/2.
proposition 2.2. Let K be a field with u = 4 and with m 
quaternion algebras. If d e K* then K has m - |
anisotropic quaternary forms of determinant d.
P r o o f . S i n c e  u  =  4, e v e r y  q u a t e r n a r y  f o r m  i s  u n i v e r s a l .  S o  
e v e r y  s u c h  f o r m  o f  d e t e r m i n a n t  d  l o o k s  l i k e  ( d , - a , - b , a b ) . 
F o r m s  o v e r  f i e l d s  w i t h  u  =  h a r e  d e t e r m i n e d  b y  t h e i r  d i m e n ­
s i o n ,  d e t e r m i n a n t ,  a n d  H a s s e  a l g e b r a  [10, T h e o r e m  58:8].
The Hasse algebra for (d,-a,-b,ab) is [-d,-d][a,b]. Hence 
there are m quaternary forms of determinant d, but some are 
isotropic. All of these have the form (1,-1,a,-ad). It is
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e a s y  t o  s e e  (1,-1 ,a , - a d )  a n d  ( l , - l , b , - b d )  a r e  e q u i v a l e n t  i f  
a n d  o n l y  i f  a b  e D ( l , - d )  . S o  t h e r e  a r e  |  ̂ cf)~J' i s o t r o p i c
( 1 , - 1 , a , - a d )  . □
Proposition 2.3. Let K be a field with q(K) = 16, u(K) = 4,
• 2 .R(K) = K , and suppose there exists x € K such that D(l,x) =
<x>. Then K is equivalent with respect to quadratic forms 
to a formal power series extension of a field F with 
q (F) = 8 , u(F) = 2, s (F) = s (K) , and R (F) = F .
Proof■ If s(K) = 4, then h 7 = 4 = s, and we also have 
|D(l,x)| < 2'dim(l,x). This contradicts a result of Elman 
and Lam [5, Corollary 3.6]. So s(K) = 1 or 2.
If s(K) = 1, then by [1, Theorem 5.13], there must be 
an element a e K with |D(l,a) j > 2. By Proposition 2.1, no 
element y satisfies |D(l,y)| = 4 so D(l,a) = <a,b,c> for 
b,c e K. Since a e D(l,a), we clearly have that|D(l,a) ] 4
for a e >a,b,c> - {1}. Thus |D(l,a) | = 8  for a e <a,b,c>
- {l}. Now D(l,ax) = <ox> for a e <a,b,c> because if not, 
|D(l,ax) | = 8 and so |D(l,a 0 D(l,&x) | ^ 4 but D(l,a) 0 
D(l,ax) e d(1,x) = <x>. This shows Q(K) = <a,b,c,x> and 
D(l,a) = <a,b,c> for all a e <a,b,c> - {1}. So K is equiv­
alent with respect to quadratic forms to a formal power 
series extension of the field with s = 1 listed in (1) of 
Theorem 6.11 of [1].
If s(K) = 2, then by Propositions 1.2 and 2.1, D(l,l) = 
<-l,a,b>. By Propositions 1.1, D(l,ax) = <ax> for all a e 
<~l,a,b>. Hence, Q(K) = <-l,a,b,x> and D(l,a)5 <-l»a,b>
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for all a e <-l,a,b> - {-1}- But <-l,ot> 5: D(l,a) for a e 
<-l,a,b>. So |D(l,a)| ;> 4 implies D(l,a) = <-l,a,b> for all 
a e <-l,a,b> - {-!}• So K is equivalent with respect to 
quadratic forms to a formal power series extension of the 
field with s = 2 listed in (1) of Theorem 6-11 of [1]. □
Proposition 2.4. Let K be a field with q = 16, u = 4,
|D(l,a)| 4 for all a e K» and |D(l,a)] = 8 for k elements
out of Q (K) . If k ^  2, then m <; 4 .
Proof. Let p denote the maximum index of all D(l,a) in
Q (K) - So p = 2 or 4. If p = 2, then m = 2 by Kaplansky 
[8 , Theorem 2]. Consider p = 4. In the beginning of sec­
tion 4 of [3], there is a counting argument for the maximum 
m in terms of p and q. Our hypothesis here allows us to 
change that numerator (the maximum number of anisotropic 
ternary forms of determinant 1) to (q-l-k)(p-1) + k(p/2-1) . 
Dividing by the same denominator, we see that in this case 
m-1 <; + k (.p/2"1?!- For p _ 4 , q = 16, the
right side of this inequality is less than seven if and only 
if k > 3/2. It is well known that for u ^ 4, the quaternion
algebras form a subgroup of the Brauer group. So m is a
power of two. Thus k ^ 2 implies m 5 4 in the case p = 4.
n
Proposition 2.5. Let K be a nonreal field with m = 4. 
Suppose for a e K that D(l,-a) has index four in Q(K). Then 
D (1,x) H yD(l,ax) / 0 for all x,y 6 K.
Proof. By Lam [9, Corollary 4.12], m = 4 implies u = 4. By
4o
Proposition 2.2 then, the form (l,x,-y,-axy) is isotropic 
for all x,y € ft. So D(l,x) fl yD(l,ax) ^ 0. n
Proposition 2.6. Let K be a field with q = 16, u = 4,
|R| = 1, and ]D (1,x)| ^  4 for all x e ft. If |D(l,a)| = 8
. 2for some a, then there is a b p aK such that |D(l,b)| = 8 .
• 2Proof. Suppose there exists exactly one a mod ft such that 
(D(l,a)| = 8, so that for all x / aft2 U -ft2, |D(l,x)| = 4.
If s = 1, let D(l,a) = <a,b,c> where Q(K) = <a,b,c,d>. 
Now ]D (1, b ) | = 4 =  |D(1,ab) J, so D(l,b) = <a,b> = D(l,ab). 
Thus D (1,c) = <a,c> = D(l,ac). Now, clearly d,da £ D(l,a) 
for a e <a,b,c> -{1}, and this forces D(l,d) = <d>, a con­
tradiction.
• 2Next, consider the case s = 2. If a e ft , let D(l,l) = 
<-l,f,g> where Q(K) = <-l,f,g,h>. Thus D(l,-a) = <-l#&> = 
D(l,a) for all a e <f,g> - {1}- in a manner analogous to 
the s = 1 case, this forces D(l,h) = <h>, which is a contra­
diction. If -a e D (1,1) - {-1}, let D(l,a) = <-l,a,b> where 
Q(K) = <-l,a,b,c>. Since -1 e D(l,l), a e d (1,1) also. So 
-1 e D(l,-a), hence D(l,-a) = <-l,a> G D(l,a). This means 
D (1,-a) = D (1,-a) n D(l,a) C d (1,1), thus D(l,-a) = D(l,l). 
It now follows that D(l,c) = <c>, a contradiction. if -a /
D (1,1) , let D(l,a) = <a,b,c> where Q(K) = <-l,a,b,c>. Now 
since + a D(l,l) , -1 e D(l,l) , and |D(1,1) | = 4, we may 
assume D(l,l) = <-l,b>. So -1 e D(l,-b). But b e D(l,a) 
implies -a e D(l,-b), thus D(l,-b) = <-l,-a,-b>, a contra­
diction.
4l
9 pFinally consider the case s = 4. If a e K , let D(l,l)
= <a,b,c> with Q(K) = <-l,a,b,c>. So D(l,-a) = <-l,a> for
• 2all a € <a,b,c> - {l}. Thus D(l,a) = <a,y> where y e -  bic ,
• 2 *2-cK / or -bcK . These yield similar results so we will 
• 2assume y e -  bK . Then D(l,b) = <-a,b>, D(l,ab) = <-a,-b>. 
These, with the above, force D(l,c) = <c>, a contradiction.
If -a e D (1,1) - {-1}* let D(l,a) = <-l,a,b> with Q(K) = 
<-l,a,b,c>. If D(1,-a) c <-l,a,b>, then D(l,-a) = D (1,-a) fl 
D(l,a) c D(l,l) implies D(l,-a) = D(l,l). It now follows 
that D (1,c) = <c>, a contradiction. So D(l,-a) D(l,a) 
and we may assume D(l,-a) = <-a,c>. The only possibility 
for D(l,c) then is <-l,c>. Hence D(l,l) = <-a,-c>. So 
-be & D(l,a) for a e <-l,a,b> - {1} then shows D(l,bc) = 
<bc>, a contradiction. If -a & D(l,l), let D(l,a) = <a,b,c> 
where Q(K) = <-l,a,b,c>. Now since -1,-a ^ D(l,l) and 
ID(1,1)| = 4, we have D(l,l) = <x,y> where x , y e + D ( l , a )  - 
{-a}. This forces D(l,l) fl D(l,a) ^ 0. For definiteness 
assume b e D(l,l), so that -1 e D(l,-b). However, b € D(l,a) 
implies -a e D(l,-b), so D(l,-b) = <-l,-a,-b>, a contra­
diction. □
Combining the last three propositions, we get the 
following useful corollary.
Corollary. Let K be a field with q = 16, u = 4, ! R | = 1 ,
ID(1,x)| ^ 4 for all x e K, and |D(l,b)| = 8 for at least
one b. if |D(1,-a)| = 4, then for x e K we have
(1) D (1 ,x) fl D(l,ax) = {1} if |D(1,x) | = |D(l,ax) | = 4 and
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(2) yD(l/ax) D(l,x) for all y e K if |D(l,x)| = 8 .
The following unpublished result of C. M. Cordes will 
be helpful in analyzing the u = 4 case.
Proposition 2.7 (Cordes). Let K be a nonreal field with
t 216 ^ q < oo and R(K) = K . Suppose D(l/-a) has index at
most 4 for all a e k. If H is a subgroup in K which contains 
• 2K , has index 2 m  K, and satisfies |D(l,-x)| ^ q/2 for all
x e H, then m(K) 2.
In the next six propositions we will be assuming that
ID(l,x)| ;> 4 for all x e k and m(K) > 2. From Kaplansky [8]
2we know that |D(l,x)| = 8 for all x / - k implies m = 2.
So if m > 2 it can be assumed that |D(l,x)| = 4 for at least
one value of x 6 k.
Proposition 2.8. Let K be a nonreal field with q(K) = 16,
2R(K) = K , u (K) = 4, s (K) = 1, m(K) > 2, and |D(l,x) j ;> 4 
for all x e k. Then m(K) = 4 and K has the following binary 
form value set structure, where Q(K) = <a,b,c,d> = D(l,l):
D (1,a) = <a,b,c> D(l,abc) = <a,bc> D(l,ac) = <a,c>
D(l,b) = <a,b,d> D(l,ad) = <b,c,ad> D(l,bc) = <a,d,bc>
D(l,ab) = <a,b> D(l,acd) = <c,ad> D(l,abd) = <b,ad>
D (1,c) = <a,c,d> D(l,cd) = <c,d> D(l,bcd) = <d,bc>
D(l,d) = <b,c,d> D(l,bd) = <b,d> D(l,abcd)= <bc,ad>.
Proof. Let Q(K) = <a,b,c,d> and first suppose that |D(l,x)|
• 2= 4 for all x / k . For definiteness assume D(l,a) = <a,b>. 
Then D(l,b) = <a,b> = D(l,ab) is clear. Since c / D(l,a)
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for a e <a,b> - {l}, we may assume D(l,c) = <c,d>. This
forces D(l,d) = <c,d> = D(l,cd) also. Since ac / D(l,a) for
a € <a,b,d> - {l,bd,abd}, we may assume that D(l,ac) =
<ac,bd>. Thus D(l,bd) = <ac,bd> = D(l,abcd> also. Now
D(l,bc) = <bc,w> where w e <a,b,d>. Clearly, if a,b,d,ab,
or bd e D(l,bc), we contradict our previous structure. So
w = ad or abd. Suppose that w = ad, so that D(l,bc) =
<bc,ad> = D(l,ad). These then force D(l,abcd) = <bc,ad>, a
contradiction. The choice w = abd yields the following
binary quadratic form value set structure:
D(l,a) = D(l,b) = D(l,ab) = <a,b>
D(l,c) = D(l,d) = D(l,cd) = <c,d>
D(l,ac) = D(l,bd) = D(l,abcd) = <ac,bd>
D(l,bc) = D(l,abd) = D(l,acd) = <bc,abd>
D(l,ad) = D(l,bcd) = D(l,abc) = <ad,bcd>.
However, this cannot determine a quadratic form structure
since be e D(l,a,c) = U D(a,a), but be i U D(a,c).
aeD(l,c) aeD(l,a)
Next, assume there is an x such that |D(l,x)| = 8 , say
. 2x e aK . Let D(l,a) = <a,b,c>. If |D(l,b)| = 4 = |D(l,ab)|, 
then D(l,b) = <a,b> = D(l,ab), which contradicts (2) of the 
corollary following Proposition 2.6. So |D(l,b)| = 8 or 
|D(l,ab)| = 8 . These will give equivalent results, so let 
us suppose |D(l,b)| = 8 , so that D(l,b) = <a,b,x> with x e 
<c,d>. If D(l,b) = <a,b,c>, then c e D(l,a) 0 D(l,b) C 
D(l,ab), so D(l,ab) = <a,b,c> also. This forces D(l,c) = 
D(l,ac) = D(l,abc) = D(l,bc) = <a,b,c>, which implies D(l,d)
= <d>, a contradiction. So D(l,b) = <a,b,d> or <a,b,cd>.
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If D(l,b) = <a,b,d>, suppose first that |D(l,c)| = 4 = 
|D(l,ac)|, which implies D(l,c) = <a,c> = D(l,ac), a contra­
diction of (2) of the corollary after Proposition 2.6. Thus 
|D(l»c)I = 8 or |D(l,ac)| = 8 . These will give equivalent 
results, so let us suppose |D(l,c)| = 8 , so that D(l,c) = 
<a,c,x> with x e <b,d>, If D(l,c) = <a,b,c>, then b e D(l,a) 
0 D(l,c) c D(l,ac), so ac e D(l,b), a contradiction. So 
D(l,c) = <a,c,d> or <a,c,bd>. These cases yield analogous 
results, and here we will analyze only the first case in 
detail. So let D(l,c) = <a,c,d>, where D(l,b) = <a,b,d>.
So d e D (1 ,b) fl D (1,c) c D (1 ,bc) , and D(l,ac) = <a,c,x>, x e 
<b,d>, or |D(1,ac) 1 = 4 .  if b e D(l,ac) , then b e D(l,a) fl 
D(l,ac) c D(l,c), a contradiction. If d e D(l,ac), then d e 
D(l,c) fl D(l,ac) e D(l,a) , a contradiction. So D(l,ac) = 
<a,c,bd> or <a,c>. If D(l,ac) = <a,c,bd>, we have D(l,ab) = 
<a,b,cd>, D (1,abc) = <a,bc,bd>, D(l,bc) = <a,bc,d>, D(l,d) = 
<b,d,c>, D(l,bd) = <b,d,ac>, D(l,ad) = <b,c,ad>, D(l,cd) = 
<c,d,ab>, D(l,acd) = <c,ad,ab>, D(l,bcd) = <ab,ac,d>,
D(l,abd) = <b,ac,ad>, and D(l,abcd) = <ab,cd,bc>. But we 
know from the remarks following Proposition 2.7 that there 
is an x such that |D(l,x)| = 4, so this structure cannot 
exist. Next we will suppose that D(l,ac) = <a,c>. Now 
either D(l,ab) = <a,b> or D(l,ab) = <a,b,x> where x € <c,d>. 
If D(l,ab) = <a,b,x> where x e <c,d>, we have D(l,abc) = 
<a,bc>, D (1 ,bc) = <a,bc»d>, D(l,d) = <b,c,d>, D(l,bd) = <b,d>, 
and D(l,ad) = <b,c,ad>. If c e D(l,ab) , c e D(l,a) fl D(l,ab) 
£2 D(l,b) , a contradiction. If d e D(l,ab) , d e D(l,b) fl
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D(l,ab) ^  D(l,a), a contradiction- So D(l,ab) = <a,b,cd>, 
which forces D(l,cd)= <c,d,ab> and D(l,abd) = <b,ad,cd>.
This scheme yields ac s D(l,abd), which implies abd e D(l,ac), 
a contradiction.
If, on the other hand, D(l,ab) = <a»b>, we will have 
D (1,d) = <b,c,d>. Clearly D(l,bd) £> <b,d>, and a,c,ac £ 
D(l,bd). Hence D(l,bd) = <b,d>. Similarly then, D(l,abc) 3  
<a,bc>, and b,d,bd £ D(l,abc), hence D(l,abc) = <a,bc>.
Also, it is clear that D(l,ad) = <b,c,ad> and D(l,bc) = 
<a,d,bc>. Consider D(l,cd) ^ <c,d>. Since a,b,ab £ D(l,cd), 
D(l,cd) = <c,d>. Continuing in this manner we obtain the 
following list.
D(l,a) =<a,b,c> D (1,abc)=<a,bc> D(l,ac) =<a,c>
D (1,b) =<a,b,d> D(l,ad) =<b,c,ad> D(l,bc) =<a,d,bc>
D(l,ab)=<a,b> D (1,acd)=<c,ad> D(l,abd) =<b,ad>
D(l,c) =<a,c,d> D(l,cd) =<c,d> D(l,bcd) =<d,bc>
D(l,d) =<b,c,d> D(l,bd) = <b,d> D (1,abed)=<bc,ad>
This is clearly a list which has the structure of a field 
with m = 4.
Finally, if D(l,b) = <a,b,cd>, then D(l,ab) = <a,b,d>, 
so the results in this case will clearly be equivalent to 
the results obtained when D(l,b) = <a,b,d>, by consideration 
of the homomorphism on Q (K) determined by -1 /— -1, a h-> a, 
b l~> ab, c c, d §—%> d. □
Proposition 2.9. Let K be a nonreal field with q(K) = 16,
2R(K) = K , u(K) = 4, s (K) = 2, m(K) > 2, and |D(l,x) | ^ 4 
for all x € K. Then m(K) = 4 and K has the following binary
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form value set structure, where Q(K) = <-l,a,b,c> = D(l,-1):
D (1,1) =<-l,a,b> D(l,c) =<a,c> D(l,-ac) =<a,b,-c>
D (1,a) =<-1,a> D(l,-c) =<a,-c> D(l,bc) =<ac,bc>
D (1,-a)=<-1,a ,c> D(l,ab) =<-l,ab> D(l,-bc) =<-ac,-bc>
D (1,b) =<-l,b> D(l,-ab)=<-l,ab,ac> D(l,abc) =<ac,b>
D(l,-b)=<-l,b,ac> D(l,ac) =<a,b,c> D(l,-abc)=<-ac,b>.
. 2Proof. First suppose that |D(l,x)| = 4 for all x £ -K .
Then if we assume D(l,l) = <-l,a>, D (1»a) = <-l,a> = D(l,-a) 
is immediate. Suppose Q(K) = <-l,a,b,c>. Then D(l,b) 0 
D (1,1) = {1} means we can assume D(l,b) = <b,c> from which
D (1,-c) = <-b,-c> and D(l,-bc) = <-b,c> are clear. D(l,-b)
• 2 * 2 2 =<-b,x> where x e <-l,a,c>. But x / -K , + aK , or cK ,
♦ 2otherwise b e D(l,-x) for those x. If x e -cK , then be e
D(l,-b) and so b e D(l,-bc), a contradiction. This leaves
+ ac as the only choices. Choose ac. It makes no difference
since if it were -ac, the homomorphism on Q(K) determined by
-1 I— -1, a |— -a, b J— ^  b, c I— c would not alter what 
has been done and would make the two situations equivalent 
with respect to quadratic forms. So D(l,-b) = <-b,ac>, and 
the remaining binary form value sets are then easily deter­
mined, giving the following list.
D (1,1) =<-l,a> D (1,c) =<c,ab> D(l,-ac) =<b,-ac>
D (1,a) =<-l,a> D (1,—c) =<-b,-c> D(l,bc) =<-ac,bc>
D(l,-a)=<-l,a> D(l,ab) =<ab,-ac> D(l,-bc) =<-b,c>
D (1,b) =<b,c> D (1,-ab)=<-c,-ab> D(l,abc) =<b,ac>
D(l,-b)=<-b,ac> D(l,ac) =<-ab,ac> D(l,-abc)=<-c,ab> 
However, this cannot determine a quadratic form structure
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since ac e D(l,l,b) = U D(eub), but ac / U D(l,a).
aeD(l,l) aeD(l,b)
We conclude that this type of field cannot exist.
Next, assume there is an x such that ]D(l,x)! = 8 .
Propositions 2.4, 2.5, 2.6, 2.7 and the corollary following
Proposition 2.6 now apply to our situation.
Suppose |D(1,1)| = 4 and D(l,l) = <-l,a>. I t  is easy
to see that if )D(l,x)| = 8 , then either |D(l,a)I or |D(l,-a) j
must be 8 . Suppose D(l,a) = <-l,a,b>. By Proposition 2.7
there is a c & <-l,a,b> such that |D(l,c)| = 4. Clearly
► 2then we may suppose x e CK for definiteness. There are 
only the two non-equivalent situations D(l,c) = <a,c> and 
D (1,c) = <b,c>.
Suppose D(l,c) = <a,c>. Then D(l,-a) = <-l,a,c>, and 
<-a,b> c D(l,b). Thus D(l,b) = <-a,b,c> or D(l,b) = <-a,b>. 
If D(l,b) = <-a,b,c>, the remaining binary form value sets 
are readily determined and the structure is given by the 
following list.
D (1,1) =<-l,a> D (1,c) =<a,c> D(l,-ac) =<a,-c>
D (1,a) =<-1,a ,b> D(l,-c) =<a,-b,-c> D(l,bc) =<-ab,bc>
D(l,-a)=<-l,a,c> D (1,ab) =<-a,-b,c> D(l,-bc) =<-b,c>
D (1,b) =<-a,b,c> D(l,-ab)=<-a,b> D(l,abc) =<-b,-ac>
D(l,-b)=<-a,-b> D(l,ac) =<a,-b,c> D(l,-abc)=<c,-ab>
This cannot, however, determine a quadratic form structure
since b e D(l,l,-ac) = U D(a,-ac), but b g U D(l,a).
a.eD(l, 1) a£D(l,-ac)
If D(l,b) = <-a,b>, then D(l,-b) <a,-b>. If D(l,-b) =
<a,-b>, D(l,-b) 0 D(l,b) ^ {1} would contradict the corollary
following Proposition 2.6. So D(l,-b) = <a,-b,c> is forced,
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and then b h ~>  -b (other basis elements go to themselves) 
gives an equivalent binary form value set structure to the 
above/ which does not exist.
Now suppose D (1/c) = <b,c>. Proceeding as above yields 
a structure clearly equivalent to the last list by the homo­
morphism b I— ^  -b, c |— -be. Again we recall that this 
structure cannot exist.
The remaining case is |D(1,1)| = 8 . Suppose D(l,l) =
1
<-l,a,b>. By Proposition 2.7, applied to H = <-l,a,b>, we 
may assume D(l,a) = <-l,a>. Now D(l,-a) ^ <-l,a> for other­
wise D(l,-a) c D(l,l) contradicts the corollary after Propo­
sition 2.6. For the same reason D(l,-a) ^ <-l,a,b>. So 
D(l,-a) = <-l,a,c>. Next consider D(l,c) =) <a,c>. If D(l,c) 
^ <a,c>, then D(l,c) = <a,b,c> or <a,-b,c>. We will consider 
each of these three cases, beginning with D(l,c) = <a,c>.
If D (1,c) = <a,c>, then D(l,-ac) ^ <a,-c>. But 
|D(l,-ac) j = 4 would lead to D(l,c) 0 D(l,-ac) ^ {1}, which 
contradicts the corollary after Proposition 2.6. The only 
other non-equivalent possibility is D(l,-ac) = <a,b,-c>.
The remaining forms are easily analyzed to give this list.
D (1,1) =<-l,a,b> D(l,c) =<a,c> D(l,-ac) =<a,b,-c>
D(l,a) =<-l,a> D(l,-c) =<a,-c> D(l,bc) =<ac,bc>
D(l,-a)=<-l,a,c> D (1,ab) =<-l,ab> D(l,-bc) =<-ac,-bc>
D(l,b) =<-l,b> D(l,-ab)=<-l,ab,ac> D(l,abc) =<ac,b>
D(l,-b)=<-l,b,ac> D (1,ac) =<a,b,c> D (1,-abc)=<-ac,b>
If D (1,c) = <a,b,c>, then D(l,-b) = <-l,b,c>, D(l,-c) = 
<a,b,-c>, and D(l,ac) ^ <a,c>. The only possibility for
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D(l,ac) other than <a,c> is <a,c,-b>. The latter is out,
however, since -be D(l,a) but -be € D(l,ac) Pi D(l,-c) . So
D(l,ac) = <a,c> and c |— ac yields an equivalence to the 
last list.
If D (1,c) = <a,-b,c>, proceeding as in the last para­
graph yields a structure equivalent to the last list by 
b }— >  -b. It is easy to see that the last list gives the 
binary form value set structure for a field with m = 4. □
Proposition 2.10. There are no fields K with q(K) = 16,
R (K) = K2, u(K) = 4 = s(K), m (K) > 2 ,  |D(l,x)( > 4 for all
x € K, and |D(1,1)| = 4, where there exists y e D(l,l) - {1}
such that |D(l,y) j = 4.
Proof. Suppose D(l,l) = <a,b> where Q(K) = <-l,a,b,c>, and 
. 2let y e aK for definiteness, so that |D(l,a)| = 4. Suppose 
|D (1,x)| = 4 for all x e K. This means D(l,-a) = <-l,a>, 
D(l»-b) = <-l,b>, and D(l,-ab) = <-l,ab>, and these force 
D(l,a) = <a,w>, where w & D(l,l). So for definiteness choose 
w = c, so that D(l,a) = <a,c>. Now D(l,b) = <b,v> where
v 6 <-l,a,c>. If -1, +a, c, ac e D(l,b), we contradict the
previous structure. So v = -c or -ac, and we choose v = -c 
for definiteness. This means D(l,b) = <b,-c>. Finally,
D (1,ab) = <ab,u> where u e <-l,a,c>. Clearly, if -1, +a,
+c, ac 6 D(l,ab), the previous structure is contradicted.
And if -ac e D(l,ab) , we have -be h (ab)-(-ac) e D(l,ab) Pi
D(l,-a), a contradiction. So there is no choice for 
u, and we have contradicted |D(l,x)| = 4 for all x e K.
Thus we assume there is an x such that |D(l,x)| = 8 . propo­
sitions 2.4, 2.5, 2.6, 2.7, and the corollary following 
proposition 2.6 now apply to our situation. Recall that 
we have D(l,l) = <a,b> where Q(K) = <-l,a,b,c>, and 
|D(l,a)| = 4. If JD(l,-a)| = 4, then we have a contra­
diction of the corollary following Proposition 2.6. So 
|D(l,-a)| = 8 , and thus D(l,-a) = <-l,a,w> where w e <b,c>. 
If D(l,-a) = <-l,a,b>, then D(l,l) ^ D(l,-a), which contra­
dicts the corollary following Proposition 2.6. So D(l,-a) = 
<-l,a,c> or <-l,a,bc>. These choices give similar results, 
so suppose for definiteness that D(l,-a) = <-l,a,c>. By
Proposition 2.7, there is some x e <a,b,c> such that
2 2 • 2 |D(1,-x)| - 4, and we know x / -K , x ^ -aK . if x e -bK ,
then D(l,-b) = <-l,b>. If |D(l,c)| = 8 = |D(l,-c)|, then 
D (1,c) = <a,c,-b> and D(l,-c) = <a,-c,-b>, since b & D(l,+c) 
But this means -b e D(l,c) f] D(l,-c) c D(l,l), a contra­
diction. So one of |D(l,c)|, |D(l,-c)| must be 4, and we 
may assume for definiteness that ]D(l,c)| = 4, which means 
D (1,c) = <a,c>. If |D(l,ac)| = 8 = |D(l,-ac)|, then -b e 
D(l,ac) 0 D(l,-ac) c D(l,l), a contradiction. If |D(l,ac)j 
4, then D(l,ac) = <a,c> S D(l,-a), which contradicts the 
corollary again. if |D(l,-ac)| = 4, then D(l,-ac) = <a,-c>, 
so D(l,c) 0 D(l,-ac) = {a}, a contradiction of the corollary
Since similar results are obtained with the choice of
• 2|D(1,-c)| = 4, we now have shown x / -bK and thus |D(l,-b) j
* 2= 8 . Similarly we can show x / -abK and so j D(l,-ab) j = 8
• 2If x e -bcK , suppose first that jD(l,c) J = 8 = |D(l,-c) j.
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Then D(l/C) = <a,c,u> and D(l,-c) = <a,-c,v> where u, v e
<-l,b> - {+1}. If D(l,c) = <a,c,b>, then -b D(l,~c) for
if so be e D (1»c) Pi D(l,-c) ^  D(l,l) , a contradiction. So
D(l,-c) = <a,-c,b>, which means c e D(l,-bc). But be e
D(l,c) implies c e D(l,bc) . Thus c e D(l,bc) Pi D(l,-bc) 5
D (1,1), a contradiction. If D(l,c) = <a,c,-b> a similar
contradiction is reached. So one of |D(l,c)|, jD(l,-c)| must
be 4, and we suppose here that JD(l,c)| = 4, which means
D (1/c) = <a,c>. If jD(l»ac) j = 8 = |D(l»-ac) | we reach a
contradiction as before in this proof in similar situations,
and if either of |D(l,-ac) j, |D(l,ac)| is 4 we contradict the
corollary as before. If instead we suppose |D(l,-c)| = 4
. 2we get the same result. So x / -bcK and thus |D(l,-bc)| = 8 .
* 2 * 2Similarly, x / -abcK and so |D(l,-abc)| = 8 . if x e -cK ,
then D(l,-c) = <a,-c>, and since D(l,-c) 5 D(l,-a) we must 
have |D(l,-ac)| = 8 . So D(l,-ac) = <a,-c,w> where w e <-l,b> 
- {+1}. Suppose |D(l,ac)| = 4. Then D(l,ac) = <a,c> =
D(l,-a), which means |D(l,c)| = 8 . So D(l,c) = <a,c,v> 
where v e <-l,b> - {+1}. If b e D(l,c), then b e D(l,l) Pi 
D(l,c) ^ D(l,-c), a contradiction. This forces D(l,c) = 
<a,c,-b>, and so D(l,-ac) = <a,-c,-b>, since b e D(l,-ac) 
would imply b e D(l,l) P D(l,-ac) 5 D(l,ac), a contradiction. 
Thus D(l,ab) = <ab,-c,ac> = <-a,-b,-c> and D(l,b) = <b,-c,ac> 
= <-a,b,-c>. Now, as shown previously, |D(l,-b)| = 8 , so 
D (1,-b) = <-l,b,w> where w 6 <a,c> - {1}. Now b / D(l,-a) 
for all a e <a,c> - {l}, so a, c, ac / D(l,-b). So we have 
reached a contradiction, and we have |D(l,ac)| = 8 , which
means D(l/ac) = <a,c,u> where u e <-l,b> - {+1}- If -b e 
D(l,ac), then -b e D(l,-ac) also for otherwise, be e D(l,ac)
H D(l,-ac) e D (1,1) , a contradiction. But -b e D(l,ac) f] 
D(l,-ac) c D (1,1) gives a contradiction also, so we must 
have instead D(l,ac) = <a,b,c> and D(l,-ac) = <a,b,-c>. If 
lD(l,c)| = 4, then D(l,c) = <a,c>, so D(l,-abc) ^<b,-ac>. 
Since it has been shown that |D(l,-abc) | = 8 , we must have 
D(l,-abc) = <b,-ac,w> where w e <-l,c> - {+1}. But if +c e 
D(l,~abc), we have abc € D(l,+c), a contradiction. So 
]D(l,c)| = 8 , and this forces D(l,c) = <a,-b,c>, since if 
b € D(l,c) we have b e D(l,c) H D(l,ac) g  D(l,-a) , a contra­
diction. Similar arguments as before yield a contradiction,
. 2so we know now that x / -cK . Similarly we can show x 
• 2-acK . Summarizing, we have shown that for all x e <a,b,c>, 
|D(l,-x)|=8 , which is a contradiction to Proposition 2.7.
So no such field exists. □
Proposition 2.11. There are no fields K with q(K) = 16,
R(K) = K 2, u(K) = 4 = S(K), m(K) > 2, |d (1,x )| ^ 4 for all
x e K, and |D(1,1) j = 4, where there exists y e -d (1,1) 
such that |D(l,y)| = 4.
Proof. Suppose D(l,l) = <a,b> where Q (K) = <--l,a,b,c>, and 
• 2let y e -aK for definiteness, so that D(l,-a) = <-l,a>. in 
the last proposition we showed that there exists x e K such 
that ]D(l,x)1 = 8 , and that proof is applicable here also. 
Propositions 2.4, 2.5, 2.6, 2.7, and the corollary following 
Proposition 2.6 now apply here. If |D(l,-b)| = 4 = |D(l,-ab)|
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then the corollary forces |D(l,a) J = |D(l,b)| = |D(l,ab) J = 8 . 
Since D(l,c) ^ <c>, we must have -c e D(l,a), D(l,b), or 
D(l,ab). Suppose for definiteness that -c € D(l,a), so that 
D(l,a) = <a,-c,x> for x € <-l,b> - {+1}- Clearly b g D(l,a), 
so D(l,a) = <a,-b,-c>. Thus we have D(l,b) = <-a,b,u> and 
D(l,ab) = <-a,-b,v>, where u,v e <-l,c> - {+1}. So we see 
that at least two of D(l,a), D(l,b), and D(l/ab) contain 
either c or ~c, which gives a contradiction (e.g., if c e 
D(l,a) and c e D(l,b), then c e D(l,-ab), which contradicts 
D (1,-ab) = <-l,ab» .
S o  a t  l e a s t  o n e  o f  | D ( l , - b ) | ,  | D ( l , - a b ) |  m u s t  b e  8.
Since these choices yield equivalent results, suppose 
|D(l,-b)| = 8 .  We know ]D(l,a)| = 8  by the corollary as in 
the last paragraph. So here we have |D(l,-b)| = <-l,b,x>, 
where x e <a,c> - {1}. If D(l,-b) = <-l,b,a>, then D(l,a) = 
<a,b,w> where w e <-l,c> - {+1}. So we have |D(l,-a)| = h, 
|D(l,a)| = 8 , and D(l,l) c; D(l,a), which contradicts the 
corollary. If D(l,-b) = <-l,b,c>, then D(l,a) = <a,u,v> 
where u,v e {+b,+c}. We have just shown b & D(l,a), so we 
may let -b e D(l,a). Then exactly one of c, -c is in D(l,a). 
These choices yield the same result so suppose c € D(l,a), 
giving D(l,a) = <a,-b,c>. Thus -a e D(l,b), D(l,ab), and 
this gives c e D(l,a) 0 D(l,-b) S D(l,ab). So D(l,ab) = 
<-a,-b,c>. If ]D(l,b)1 = ii, then D(l,-a) fl D(l,ab) = {l}, 
a contradiction. If (D(l,b)| = 8 , then D(l,b) = <-a,b,u> 
where u s <-l,c> - {+1}• But if +c € D(l,b), we have +c € 
D(l,b) fl D(l,-b) ^ D (1,1) , a contradiction. So the u
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cannot be chosen, which means D(l,-b) <-l,b,c>. If D(l,-b)
= <-l,b,ac>, we proceed as above to reach a contradiction 
on |D(l,b)| again- So D(l,-b) ^ <-l,b,ac>. Thus the third 
generator x of D(l,-b) cannot be chosen, which gives us our 
final contradiction. Therefore, no such field can exist. ^
Proposition 2.12. There are no fields K with q(K) = 16,
2R (K) = K , u(K) = 4 = s (K) , m(K) > 2, |D(l,x) | ^ 4 for all
x  e K, and |D(1,1)| = 4 ,  where there exists y e K - [+D(1,1)J 
such that JD(l,y)| = 4 .
Proof. Suppose D(l,l) = <a,b> where Q(K) = <-l,a,b,c>, and
p 2let y e cK for definiteness, so that D(l,c) = <c,x> for
. 2some x e K. If x e d (1,1), let x e aK for definiteness, so
that D (1,c) = <c,a> and thus D(l,-a) = <-l,a,c>. If jD(l,a)|
= 4 we have the same situation as in a case in Proposition
2.10, so we may assume |D(l,a)| = 8 . Thus D(l,a) = <a,u,v>,
where u,v e <-l,b,c> - {+1}. But +c & D ( l , a )  for if so,
+c e D (1,1), a contradiction. So u,v € {+b,+bc}, and only
one from each of the pairs +b, +bc may be in D(l,a). So
there is no way to pick u and v, which means x / D(l,1).
*  2If x e - D (1,1), let x e -aK for definiteness, so that 
D(l,c) = <c,-a>, and thus D(l,a) ^ <a,-c>. Suppose that
D(l,a) = <a,-c>. If |D(l,-a)| = 8 , then we have D(l,-a) =
<-l,a,w>, where w e <b,c> - {l}. In each case we reach a 
contradiction of the corollary, so |D(l,-a)| = 4 and thus 
D(l,-a) = <-l,a>. This, however, means that a e D(l,a) 0 
D(l,-a) with |D(l,a)| = |D(l,-a)| = |D(1,1)| = 4 ,  which also
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contradicts the corollary. Hence, D(l,a) <a,-c>, and 
|D(l,a)| = 8 . Suppose ]D(l,-a) | = 8 . If D(l,a) = <a,-c,-b>, 
then +b, +c / D(l,-a), a contradiction, so D(l,a) = <a,-c,b> 
and D(l,-a) = <-l,a,b>. This means D(l,-b) = <-l,a,b> = 
D(l,-ab) also. Consider D(l,b) <a,b>. If D(l,b) = <a,b>, 
then D (1,b) S D(l,-b) where |D(l,-b) j = 8 and |D(1,1) \ = 4, 
which contradicts the corollary. So D(l,b) = <a,b,w> where 
w e <-l,c> - {-1}. If -c e D(l,b), we have -c e D(l,a) H 
D(l,b) £; D(l,-ab), a contradiction. So D(l,b) = <a,b,c>. 
Similarly, D(l,ab) = <a,b,x> with x e <-l,c> - {-l}, and 
+c £ D(l,ab). This means x cannot be chosen, so we must 
have |D(l,-a) j = 4, thus D(l,-a) = <-l,a>. Now D(l,a) = 
<a,-c,u> where u e <-l,b> - {-l}, and as before, b ^ D(l,a), 
so 0(1,a) = <a,-c,-b>. This means D(l,c) ^  <-a,c>. Consider 
D(l,-c), which has at least one generator from <-l,a,b> - 
{+1}. Clearly +a / D(l,-c), and if b and one of +ab were in 
D(l,-c) then one of +a e D (1,-c), a contradiction. Similarly 
-b and one of +ab are not in D(l,-c). So |d(1,-c)| = 4 and 
thus D (1,-c) = <-c,w> where w e {±b,+ab}. Suppose D(l,-c) = 
<-c,b>. Then D(l,w) = <-a,w> and D(l,ab) = <-a,-w>, so -a e 
D (1,w) 0 D(l,aw) and |D(l,-a)| = 4, which contradicts the
corollary. So x -D(l,l) .
* • 2If x e K - [+D(1,1)], then let x e wcK where w €
+D(1,1), so that D(l,c) = <c,wc>. This means w e D(l,c), 
so we are reduced to one of the two previous cases.
n
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P r o p o s i t i o n  2.13. T h e r e  a r e  n o  f i e l d s  K w i t h  q(K) =  16/
2R(K) = K , u(K) = 4 = s(K), m(K) > 2, |D(l,x)| ^ 4 for all
x e K, and ID(1,1)| = 8 .
P r o o f . S u p p o s e  D ( l , l )  =  < a , b , c >  w h e r e  Q (K) =  < - l , a , b , c > .
By P r o p o s i t i o n  2.7 t h e r e  is a n  x e <a,b,c> such t h a t
, , .2 
| D ( l , - x ) |  =  4. C l e a r l y  x  % K , s o  s u p p o s e  f o r  d e f i n i t e n e s s
. 2that x e aK , i.e., D(l,-a) = <-l,a>. If ID(1,a)| = 8 , then 
|D(1,1) 0 D(l,a)I 4, and we may for definiteness assume 
b e D(l,a). This means D(l,-b) = <-l,a,b>, which contradicts 
D(l,-a) = <-l,a>. Therefore, |D(l,a)| = 4. As above, if 
x e D(l,a) - {l,a}, then x g' <a,b,c>. So we assume D(l,a) =
<a,-b>. Suppose |D(l,-b)| = 8 . Then there is an x €
[<a,c> - {1}] H D(l,-b). Since a $ D(l,-b), either c or ac 
is in D(l,-b), thus D(l,-b) = <-l,b,c> or <-l,b,ac>. Since 
these choices yield equivalent results we will let D(l,-b) = 
<-l,b,c>. This forces D(l,-c) = <-l,b,c> = D(l,-bc) and 
D(l,b) = <-a,b,c>. Consider D(l,-ac), and suppose there is 
an x e [<a,b> - {1}] Pi D(l,-ac) . Clearly a,b fi D(l,-ac) , 
and if ab e D(l,-ac) , we have be s (ab)-(ac) e D(l,-ac) , which 
means ac e D(l,-bc), a contradiction. So D(l,-ac) = <-l,ac>, 
and similarly we have D(l,-abc) = <-l,abc> and D(l,-ab) = 
<-l,ab>. Consider D(l,ab), and suppose there is an x e 
[<-l,c> - {1}] Pi D(l,ab). Clearly -l,c / D(l,ab), and if 
-c e D(l,ab) then -ab e D(l,c) . So -a s (-ab)-(b) s D(l,c) , 
which implies -c e D(l,a), a contradiction. So D(l,ab) = 
<-a,-b>, and similarly we have D(l,ac) = <-b,ac>, D(l,abc) = 
<-b,-ac>, D(l,c) = <b,c>, and D(l,bc) = <b,c>. But this
cannot determine a quadratic form structure since -ab e
D (1 /-a,c) = U D(a,c) , but -ab f£ U D(a,-a). we con- 
aeD(l,-a) aeD(l/C)
elude that this type field cannot exist.
Now suppose |D(l/-b)( = 4, which means D(l,-b) = <-l,b>.
Consider D(l,-ab). Since |D(1#1)| = 8 and jD(l»-a)| = 4 =
|D(l/-b) |, |D(l,-ab) | = 4 would imply -1 e D(l/-b) 0 D(l,-ab)
which contradicts the corollary. So |D(l*-ab) j = 8 , and thus
there is an x e [<a,c> - {l}] 0 D (1,-ab). Since a £ D(l,-ab),
we must have c or ac e D(l/-ab), which means D(l,-ab) =
<-l,ab,c> or <-l,ab,ac>. In either case we continue as in
the last paragraph to get an equivalent form scheme to the
one listed there# but this type structure is not consistent.
n
We summarize the results for the u = 4 case in the 
following theorem.
Theorem 2.14. Let K be a nonreal field with q(K) = 16 and 
u(K) = 4. Then K must be equivalent to one of the following 
types of fields.







s = 1 or 
-1 i R)
s = 2







s = 1 or 
-1 f£ R)
s = 2
(3) i R 1 * 2, m = 2, s = 4
(4) lR ! = 1, m = 2, s = 1 or 2
(5) |R| = 1# m = 8 , s = 1 or 2
(6) 1R 1 = 1, m = 4, s = 1 or 2
. I f R(K) / -2 ¥■ K , theri 1RI = 2, 4# 8 , or 16. By Kaplansky
[8] , R ( K )  c a n  n e v e r  h a v e  i n d e x  t w o  i n  K  f o r  n o n r e a l  K ,  s o
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|r| ^ 8 . By Theorem 2 of [3] then, K must be of type (1),
(2), or (3) above.
2If R(K) = K the results of this chapter will be
♦applied. If there exists x e K such that D(l,x) = <x>,
then by Proposition 2.3 we have that K must be of type (5)
above. So suppose |D(l,x)| 4 for all x e K. If m(K) = 2
then |D(l,x) j = 8 for all x e K and K must be of type (4)
above. So let m(K) > 2. Suppose s(K) = 4 and |D(1,1) | =
4, where Q(K) = <-l,d,e,f>. By Proposition 2.7 there is a
. 2y e -<d,e,f> such that |D(l,y)| = 4 .  So y / K , and K =
+D(1,1) U {K-[+D(l,l)]}. Thus y e D(l,l) - {l}, -D(l,l), 
or K - {+ D (1,1)}, and Propositions 2.10, 2.11, and 2.12 
respectively tell us no such field can exist. Proposition 
2.13 negates the existence of a field K with s (K)  = 4 and 
|D(1,1)| = 8 . So s(K) = 1 or 2. Propositions 2.8 and 2.9 
then tell us K must be of type (6) above. □
Techniques very similar to those used in the u = 4 case 
show that u 7̂ 6 when q = 16. Because of this similarity, 
and also since B. Blaszczyk has recently shown that u is a 
2-power when q 32, we omit these arguments here.
Theorem 2.15. Let K be a non-formally real field with q(K)
= 16. Then K must be equivalent to one of the following 26 
types of fields.
I- ]R| ¥■ 1
a. |R j = 2:
1 . u = 4 ,  m = 4 ,  s = l o r s = 2
(with -1 6 R or -1 / R)
5 9
I I
2 . u = 4, m = 2, s = 4
3. u = 8, s = 1 or s =; 2 (with -1 e R or
b. |R| =
(-i € 4, u R or
= 4, m = 2, 
-1 t R)
s = 1 or s = 2
c. !R! = 16, u = 2, s = 1 or 2
,RI = i
a. u = 4, m = 2, s = 1 or 2
b. u = 4, m = 8, s = 1 or 2
c. u = 4, m = 4, s = 1 or 2
d. u = 8, m = 32, s = 1 or 2
e. u = 8, m = 16, s = 1
f. u = 8, m = 16, s = 2, JD  (1,1) | = 4 or 8
g- u = 8, m = 16, s = 4
h. u = 16 , S = 1 or 2
Proof. If u  =  2, then K  is o f  type Ic by [1, Theorem 4.1]. 
If u  =  4, then K  i s  of type ial, 2, ib, Ila,b, or c by
Theorem 2.14. If u =  8  and s =  1 or 2, then K  i s  of type
Ia3, Ild,e, or f by Theorem 1.14. If u = 8 and s = 4 then
K  i s  of type Ilg by Theorem 1.7. If u  = 16, then K  i s  of
type Ilh by [1, Theorem 5.13]. P]
I t  s h o u l d  b e  p o i n t e d  o u t  t h a t  e x a m p l e s  h a v e  b e e n  f o u n d  
i l l u s t r a t i n g  o n l y  t h e  f i e l d s  l i s t e d  i n  t h e  a b o v e  t h e o r e m  
u n d e r  I c ,  I i a , b , d , g , h .  A l l  o f  t h e  r e m a i n i n g  o n e s  e x c e p t  
H e  a p p e a r  t o  r e s t  o n  t h e  e x i s t e n c e  o f  a  f i e l d  w i t h  n o n ­
t r i v i a l  r a d i c a l .
CHAPTER III. QUADRATIC EXTENSIONS OF 
FIELDS WITH TWO QUATERNION ALGEBRAS
This chapter is concerned with the behavior of quadratic 
forms under quadratic extensions of non-formally real fields 
with two quaternion algebras. Let F be any non-formally
real field with q(F) < °o and char(F) ̂  2. The extension
0 v-vfields K = F (/a) , a e F - F , are studied. Let q(F) = 2 ,
n ^ 1, and suppose D (1»- a) = <a,,...,a.> and Q(F) =r X J
<f^,. • • » fn_^»a>, j ^  n. Also, for all i =  l,...,j, let
2 2 «a. = a, . - aa9. e D (1,-a) and x. = a. . + a„./a e K. Gross3. X X  m X F  X X X  m X
and Fischer have shown that q(K) = 2n and that Q (K) =
<f-̂ , . - ., fn_i'xj» • • • »Xj> (see [7, pp. 298-299]). Notice also
that, for all i = l,...,j, NK /̂F (x^) = a^. We begin with
some general results, and then we consider the situation
when F has exactly two quaternion algebras.
One result that will be used is the fact that R(F) ^ R(K),
which is shown by the corollary to Proposition 3 in [2]. The
norm will also play an important role, and we abbreviate
Nr/f to N * Elman and Lam's Norm Principle [6, Proposition
2.13] is very useful and is restated as Lemma 3.1 here for
binary forms representing one. Recall that throughout this
chapter F and K are related as stated above; i.e., K = F(/a)
2where a e F - F . Also, although many results are also true 
for arbitrary fields F, we will remain under the assumption 
that F is not formally real with q(F) < °o. Excepting theo­
rems, these last assumptions will not be stated in the 
results of this chapter.
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Lemma 3.1 (Norm Principle). Let x e K and c e F. Then
N(x) e D (1,-c) if and only if x e F *DT/. (1»— c) .F K
Lemma 3.2. Let x e K and c e F. Then c e D„(l,-N(x)) if
F
and only if there exists d e F such that c e DT, (1,-dx) .K
Proof. c e D (1,-N(x)) » N(x) e D (1,-c)
F a F (Lemma 3.1)
« x e F • DTr (1,-c)
» there exists d e F such that
dx e n (1,-c)
» there exists d e f such that
c € (1,-dx).is. □
• 2Lemma 3.3. If x e K and N(x) e F , then there is a c e F
2and a y e K such that x = cy .
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Theorem 2.11 of 
16] with cp = (1) . □
If m(F) = 2, then it is well-known that D (1,-b) has
F
index 1 or 2 for all b e F. From Theorems 1,2 in [8], it 
follows that if D_(l,-b) has index 1 or 2 for all b e Fr
(and is 2 for at least one b ) , then m(F) = 2. This is the 
criterion we will use in analyzing m(K)-
Proposition 3.U. if m(F) = 2, then F f] R(K) = R(F) U aR(F) .
Proof. R(F) U aR(F) ^ F D R(K) follows from the corollary
to Proposition 3 in [2]. On the other hand, if c e F fl R(K),
then x e D (1,-c) for all x e K. Hence the Norm Principle J\
implies N(x) e D„(l,-c) and so D (1,-a) e D„(l,-c). Ifr F — F
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equality holds, then ac e R(F) by Lemma 1 of [3], so c e 
aR(F). If DF (l,-a) p DF (l,-c), |DF (l,-a)j = q(F)/2 forces 
c e R  ( F )  . Therefore c e R(F) U aR (F) - □
• 2 • 2 Corollary 3.5. If m(F) = 2 and R(F) = F , then R(K) = K .
Proof. If x e R(K), then the Norm Principle gives N (x) e
*2 * 2 R(F) = F . Thus, by Lemma 3.3, x e cK for some c e F. But
9 2c € F n R(K) = R(F) U aR(F) 5 K . □
The next three results are true for any field of charac­
teristic different from 2. For any y = m + n/a e K, con­
sider the F-linear functional s on K determined by s (1) = n,y y
s (/a) = -m. Thus sy : K F, and if (V,Q) is a quadratic 
space over K, then the quadratic space (V,syQ) is called the 
transfer of V and is denoted by sy*V.
Lemma 3.6. Let cp be a quadratic form over K, and x,y e K.
Then: (1) If x e D (cp) , then s (x) = 0 or s x e D_(s cp) - K y y F y*
(2) sy (x) = 0 « y = fx for some f e F.
(3) s *cp is F-isotropic ^ there exists f e F suchythat fy e D (cp) .
(k) o 2 , s * (x) is F-isotropic « fy e xK for some f e F
Proof. Let (V,Q) be the quadratic space over K associated
with the quadratic form cp.
(1) x e D (cp) 0 there exists v e V such that Q(v) = x. K
Therefore, x e n (cp) implies there exists v e VK
such that sy (Q(v)) = sy (x), which implies that 
sy (x) = 0 or sy (x) e Dp (sy*(cp)).
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(2) Since the range of s is F and [K:F] = 2, then# 
by a well-known result from linear algebra, 
dim{x|s^(x) = 0} = 1 .
(3) SyfcCP is F-isotropic 0 there exists a non-zero v
in V such that s^(Q(v)) = 0
« there exists x e K such that
Sy(x) = 0 and x = Q(v) for 
some v e V (by (2))
« there exists x e K such that 
x = fy for some f e F and 
x e DK (cp)
« there exists f e F such that 
f y e DR (cp) .
(4) s (x) is F-isotropic » there exists f e F such
that fy e DTr ( (x))J\
° there exists f e F such 
• 2that fy e xK -
□
. . 2 .2Lemma 3.7. Let x,y e K# with y / FK U xFK - Then Sy(l) and 
s^(-x) are non-zero and s^A (l,-x) = s^(l) (1,-N(y)) ©
Sy (-x) (1,-N(xy)) .
Proof. sy(l) an<3 s (-x) are non-zero by Lemma 3.6(1), (2).
The transfer s^*(-x) has F-bilinear form (u,v) I— > s(-xuv). 
With respect to the F-basis {1,/a} on K, this bilinear form 
has the associated matrix f Sy ̂ Sy ̂ '/ax) ̂  . If -x =
s (-/ax) s (-ax) 
b + c/a, this matrix has determinant
bn-cm acn-bm 
acn-bm abn-acm
2 2 2 2 = - (m -an ) (b -ac ) = -N(xy).
By a determinant argument, s^* (-x) = (s^(-x) , -s (-x) ^(xy))
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s* sy (-x) (1,-N(xy) ) . in particular, sy*(l) ^ sy (1) (1,-N(y) ) . 
Thus sy*(l,-x) = sy*(l) © sy*(-x)
= s (1) (l.-N(y)) © S (-x) (1,-N(xy)) . □
To facilitate notation and to avoid awkward subscripting, 
we henceforth let sy (l) = a^(y) and s (-x) = ct_x (y) .
*  •  •  2 2Proposition 3.8. Let x,y e K with y / FK U xFK . Then
a-̂ (y) (1/-N( y )) ©  a_x (y) (1 ,-N( x y ) ) i s  F - i s o t r o p i c  i f  a n d  o n l y
if there exists f e F such that fy e D (1,-x)-K
Proof, it was shown in Lemma 3.7 that (y)(1/-N(y)) ©
a „(y)(1,-N(xy)) i s  F - i s o t r o p i c  i f  and only i f  s .(1,-x) i s  x y ■'*
F-isotropic. By Lemma 3.6(3), this is true if and only if
t h e r e  e x i s t s  f e F  s u c h  t h a t  f y  e D (1,-x). nK
We now analyze the structure when m(F) = 2 and a ^ R(F).
in this case we will be able to determine |DK (l,-x) j for all
O 1 ox e K, and show that m(K) = 2  and |R(K)/K j = |R(F)/F | as
well.
P r o p o s i t i o n  3.9. I f  m(F) = 2 a n d  a  ^ R(F), t h e n  F c D (1,-c)K
f o r  all c  e F.
P r o o f . S u p p o s e  b , c  e F .  S i n c e  a  /  R ( F ) , [ a , a ]  t a k e s  o n  b o t h
possible values as a runs through F. Choose a such that
[b,c] = [a, a]. T h e n  o v e r  F, (1,-b) ® (1,-c) = (l,-b,-c,bc) =
(1,-a) © (1,-a) - Hence (1,-b) <8> (1,-c) is hyperbolic over K
a n d  b  e 0.(1,-c). T h u s  F  c  D  (1,-c). nis. — K LJ
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The Norm Principle now gives the next corollary, of 
which the second corollary is an immediate consequence.
Corollary 3.10. Suppose m(F) = 2 and a £ R(F). Then for
x e K  and c e F ,  x e D (1,-c) if and only if N(x) 6 d_(1,-c).J\ F
Corollary 3.11. Suppose m(f) = 2 and a £ R(F). Then for
x e K, F ^ Dt.(1,-x) if and only if N(x) e R(F) .i\
Proposition 3.12. Suppose m(F) - 2 and a £ R(F). Then for 
c e F, |Dk (1,-c)| = q(K) or q(K)/2.
Proof. Suppose x,y £ DK (l,-c). By Corollary 3.10, N(x),
N(y) £ D (1,-c). But m(F) = 2 then implies N(xy) s D_(l,-c)r F
and so xy e dk (1 ,-c). □
Proposition 3.13. If m(F) = 2 and a £ R(F), then for x e K ,
F H Dk (1,-x ) = D (1,-N(x)).
Proof. Let f € D (1,-N(x)). Then f e D (1,-dx) for somer K
d € F, by Lemma 3.2. Since f e D  (1,-d) also, we haveK
f e DK (l,-x). The other containment is clear by Lemma 3.2.
□
This last proposition will be used many times in the 
next two proofs, sometimes without mention. Also used often 
is the fact that for any x € R(K), N(x) e R(F) [2, Propo­
sition 5 ] .
Proposition 3.14. Suppose m(F) = 2 and a £ R(F). If x e K 
and N(x) £ R(F), then |DK (l,-x)| = q(K)/2.
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Proof. Let D„(l,-N(x)) = <d, , . . . , d ., > where 0(F) = r -L n- J.
<d1 »...,dn l ,h>, h jz' Df (1,-N(x)). Since N(x) e D (1,-a),
a e Dp(1,-N(x)), so we may assume without loss of generality
that a = d Then D_.(1,-x) ^  <d1,...,d ~> and theren- J- K x n- ̂
exist 6 K - F such that Q(K) = <d^,...,d 2,h,
. 2y^,...,yn_^>. For each i = l,...,n-l, clearly y^ ^ FK .
■ . 2 •If y. e xFK , then y. e FD(l,-x), so there is an f. e F i J x K l* 2such that f .y . e D(1,-x). If y. $ xFK , the quadratic form X x K * X
= a-i (Y-) (1*-N(y.)) © a (y.) (1,-N(xy.)) has determinantX X X  X X  X X
N(x). Since N(x) $ R(F) and m(F) = 2, then |Dp(l,-N(x))] =
q(F)/2. By Proposition 2.2, since m(F) = 2 implies u(F) = 4,
F has no anisotropic quaternary forms of determinant N(x).
Hence the form is F-isotropic, so by Proposition 3.8
there is an f. G F such that f.y. e DT,(l,-x) . Thus for each l x x K
i = l,...,n-l there is an f. e F such that f.y. e D (1,-x).x x x  K
So Dk (1,-x) ^ <dx, • • • 'dn_2'fi^i' • * • ,fn-lYn-l>m Since Q (K) =
<d1, —  ,dn-2,ll,flyl' * " */fn-lyn-l^ and h ^ by Prop­
osition 3.13,then equality holds and ID(1,-x)I = q(K)/2.' K 1 □
Using the notation of the last proposition, notice that
for any w e F, exactly one of w, hw is in D(1,-x), and inK
fact DT̂ (1,-x) = <d.,...,d„ 5,f1y1,...,f .y whereK J. n- ̂ n-1 n-1
f^ = 1 or h for all i = l,...,n-l.
Proposition 3.15. Let m(F) = 2 and a R(F) . If x e K and 
N(x) e R(F), then |DK (l,-x)| = q(K) or q(K)/2.
Proof. If x e R(K), then |DK (l,-x) | = q(K) . If x / R(K) , 
then jDK (l,-x)| <; q(K)/2. Let Y1 >Y2 & DK (l,-x), yx ^ y 2-
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To show |Dk (1,-x)|= q(K)/2, it suffices to show Y^y2 6
n (1,-x). By Corollary 3.11, n (1,-x) 3 F, so n (1,-x) 3 K J\ K
<f-L, - - - /fn_i> where Q (F) = <f x, - . - , fn-1, a> . So Y1'Y2 & F-
2If y. e fxK for some f e F, then since -f e D (1,-x), x K
• 2-x s (fx)*(-f) ̂  D (1,-x) , a contradiction. So y. ^ xFKK x
for i = 1 or 2. By Proposition 3.8, for each i the form 
(y±) (1,-N(y±)) © a_x (yi) (l,-N(x)N(yi)) is anisotropic 
over F . Since N(x) e R(F), these are anisotropic if and 
only if the forms a1 (y.)(1,-N(y.)) © a_„(Y-) (1,-N(y.)) areX X  X X  X X
anisotropic for i = 1 and 2, by the corollary to Proposition
1 of [2]. Clearly then (1,-N(y^)),(1,-N(y2)) are not F-
universal, i.e., N(y^),N(y2) £ R(F). Thus Y^'Y2 £ R(K).
• 2If y2 e fy^K for some f e F, then y-|JY2 6 F S D (1,-x) , and
• 2we are done. So in the following, suppose that y^Y2 ¥■ FK .
Similarly, y1y2 fL xFK2. If DF (1,-N(y1)) = D (1,-N(y2)),
then, since m(F) = 2, N(y^Y2) e R(F), hence (l,-N(y^Y2)) is
F-universal. So the form a^(y-^y2) (1,-N(y1y2)) ©
a_x (y1Y2)(1,-N(x)N(y1Y2)) is isotropic, since N(x) e R(F).
So by Proposition 3.8, there exists f e F such that fy-jY2 e
D(1,-x). But F e D (1,-x) shows y y0 e D (1,-x), and we J\ I\ X £ K
are done.
So assume in the following that D„(1,-N(y.)) ^r X
Dp (1,-N(y2)) . We now have N(y]Ly2) i R(F) , hence y1y2 $ R(K) . 
Thus |Dp (1,-N(y1)) | = q(F)/2 = | Dp (1,-N(y2) ) j and so the 
intersection of these subgroups of Q(F) forms a subgroup 
with exactly q(F)/4 elements. Let Dp(l,-N(y1)) PlDp (1,-N(y2))
= <c1,...,cn_2>. Clearly, a e Dp (l,-N(y1)) 0 Dp (1,-N(y2)) ,
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so without loss of generality let a = cn_2- Thus there
exist r,s e F such that n (1,-N(y,))= <c,,...,c n'r> andF 1 1 n-2
Dp (1,-N(y2)) = <c1 /...'cn_2,s>, where Q(F) =
<c^,.•-/Cn_2,r,s>. Since N(y^),N(y2) $ R(F) , the proof of
Proposition 3.14 yields D^Cl^-y. ) = <c, c o *r,K X x n- J
f l x l  f n - l x n - l >  a n d  DK < 1 ' " y 2 ) =  < C 1 ............. c n - 3 ' s '
g-^, . . . 'gn_ixn_i>' where Q (K) = <c1» . . . 'cn_3,r ,s,
!'••*' n-l> and for all i = 1, . . . , n-1, f . e F and g. e F.i 3i
Now Dp(1,-N(y1)) = <clt ...'Cn 2,r>, Dp(l,-N(y2)) =
<Cl,' " ' Cn-2's>' Q(p) = <c^, , c^_ 2 * r , s> forces
°F (1/ N f  ... f  2,rs>. Notice that now r ^
DK (1'-Y2) and s t dk (1'“y1Y2^* Suppose Y±Y2 £ DR (l,-x). 
Then x $ DK (1'“Y1y2)» so sx e DK (1»~y1y2)* But Y1 &
D (1,-x), so x £ D (1#-y,) * hence sx e D (1,-y.). Thus
jK  i n . JL J \  x
sx e Dpflz-y^ n dk (1--yxy^ 5  DK (1'_y2) * But y2 ^ D (1,-x), 
so x £ D (l»-y0), hence rx e D (l,-y0). Therefore,K  £  IN ^
rs - (rx)*(sx) e Dv.(l»-y9) » which implies that rs eIN
D (1,-N(y0)) hy Proposition 3.13, a contradiction. So F
Y1Y2 € DK (d'-x)• and we are done. n
Now that we know the value set structure for K in 
relation to that of F, we consider the values of m(K) and 
|R(K) | .
Theorem 3.16. Let F be a non-formally real field with 
q(F) <°o and m(F) = 2. Let K = F (/a) , a # R(F) . Then 
m(K) = 2.
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Proof. Let x e K .  If x e #, then |DK (l,-x)| = q(K) or 
q(K)/2, by Corollary 3.12. If x e K and N(x) f[ R(F) , then 
|Dk (1,-x) | = q(K)/2 by Proposition 3.14. if x e k and 
N(x) e R(F) » then |DK (l,-x) j = q(K) or q(K)/2 by Proposition 
3.15. So for all x e K, JDk (1,-x)|= q(K) or q(K)/2. Since 
m(F) = 2 implies u(F) = 4, we will have u(K) = 4 or 6 {5, 
Theorems 4.3,4.11(2)]. Thus K ^ R(K), hence there is some 
x e K such that |DK (l,-x)| ^ q(K). It follows from the 
remarks in the second paragraph of this chapter that 
m(K) = 2. □
Proposition 3.17. If m(F) = 2, a $ R(F), and S(K) =
2{x € K|N(x) € R(F) } , then S (K) = <R(K) U FK >.
- * 2Proof. Clearly <R(K) U  FK > c S(K), so suppose y e S(K) .
Then N(y) e R(F). If y e R(K) we are done, so suppose
y & R(K). Then by Proposition 3.15, D (1,-y) = <f1#---/f .,K J. n~ x
w. , • • • »w > where Q(K) = < f f  ,,w_,...,w ->, x n  ̂ x n- x x n x
Dp (1,-a) = <N(w1),...,N(wn_1)>, and Q(F) = <f1,...,f ^ ,a>
= <N(w^) , . . . ,N(wn_^) ,b> for- some b e # -  Dp(l,-a). Let 
A = <N(w^),...,N(wn_2)»b>. Suppose there exists g e F such 
that g e R(F) - A. Then g e R(F) e D_(l,-a) implies g = N(z)r
for some z e K. Since N(z) ^ A, we have z ^ D„(l,-y) by theK* • 2 * • 2construction of A. Clearly z $ FK . If z e y#K , then
z e D (1,-fy) for some f e #. Since z & D (1,-y), we have X>- K
z & D^(l,-f). By Corollary 3.10, this implies N(z) ^ 
D_(l,-f). Hence g = N(z) & R(F), a contradiction. Thus wer • 2may suppose z $ yFK . The form p = ^(y) (l,~N(y)) ©
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&_z (y)(1/-N(z)N(y)) is clearly F-isotropic. Proposition 3.8 
then implies that there exists h e F such that z e D ^ l  /-hy) . 
Since z g D,.(l#-y) , we have z £ D__(l#-h) . Corollary 3.10I\ J\
then gives N(z) g D„(l#-h), which means g = N(z) g' R(F) # a 
contradiction. Therefore# R(F) ^ A. By the corollary to 
Lemma 2 of [3], there exists c e F such that D (1 # - c) = A.r
By Proposition 3.9 and Corollary 3.10# DK (l#-c) =
<f-L# • • • ' ' * • 'wn_2> = • Since m(K) = 2 by
Theorem 3.16, we have cy e R(K) by Lemma 1 of [3]. Thus 
• 2y e <R(K) U FK > and we are done. □
Theorem 3.18. Let F be a non-formally real, field with
q(F) < oo and m(F) = 2# K = F(/a), a $ R(F) . Then
|r (k )/k 2 | = |r (f )/f 2 |2.
Proof. Let R(F) = <b^#...#b^>. If d e F f] R(K) then by
Proposition 3.4, d e R(F) or ad e R(F)# but not both. Thus
we may assume R(K) = <b^#.••»b^#y^,...,y > where for all
i = l,...,k, y. F. Let Q(F) = <bn,...#b #a,1 jI2cl#...#cn_(£+i)>- Clearly <R(k) U FK > = <b1#...#bx#
cl' * ' ‘ /Cn- U+l) #yi# ' * ' '^k^' Since R(F) £; Dp(l,-a), let
b. = N(z.) for all i = 1,...,A. Then S(K) = <b.#...,b ,i i  1 i
cl'''''Cn-(^+1)' Zl'‘’'$zi> ' Thus |S(K)j = 2n 1+A and 
|<R(K) U FK2>| = 2n By proposition 3.17 we have
2n = 2n hence & = k. Thus R(K) = <b^#...#b^,
Y1> yA> and |R(K)/K2| = (2A)2 = |r(F)/F2 |2. □
We now turn to the case when m(F) = 2 and a e R(F).
Here we will be able to determine |DK (l,-x)| for all x e K
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and show that 4 ^ m(K) ;£ 8 . The results in this case are 
not as easily attained as for a ^ R(F). The primary reason 
for this is that F e DT, (1,-c) is no longer true for allX\
c e F. The next proposition, which does not depend on 
m(F) = 2, shows what is true.
Proposition 3.19. Suppose a e R(F). For every c e K,
F fl Dk (1,-c ) = Df (1,-c ) .
Proof. Clearly D„(l,-c) e F fl D„.(l,-c) . So suppose b eJb i \
F f| D (1,-c). Then (1,-c) ® (1,-b) is isotropic over K and K
hence hyperbolic [11, Theorem 2], Therefore, by [14, Remark 
2.29] there are e,f e F such that (1,-c) ® (1,-b) =
(1,-a) ® (e,f) over F. But a e R(F) implies (1,-a) ® (e,f) 
is isotropic over F and so b e D_(l,-c). □r
Corollary 3.20. Suppose m(F) = 2 and a e R(F). Then for
c e F, F c D (1,-c) if and only if c e R(F). Moreover,K
c e R (F) if and only if c e R(K).
Proposition 3.21. Let m(F) = 2 and a e R(F). If c e F - 
R(F), then | Dr  (1,-c ) | = q (K) /4 .
Proof. Let q(F) = 2n . F 0 D„(l,-c) = D„(l,-c) contains------------------  K Fn-2 . •2 .2 distinct representatives of K m  K» so choose b e
F - D (1,—c) and then select y e K so that N(y) = b. BvF -
the Norm Principle y, by & D (1,-c) . Hence D (1,-c) hasK K
index at least 4 in K. But for x e K, either N(x) or N(xy)
e D (1,-c). Thus again by the Norm Principle, either x or 
t
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xy e F • Dk (1/-c) = Dk (1,-c) U bDK (l,-c). So x is in one of 
the cosets of DT, (1,-c) represented by 1, b, y, or by. There- 
fore |Dk (1,-c) | = q(K)/4. n
Recall that over K a does not continue to be a basis
element. To make the results of the last proposition more
explicit, let q(F) = 2n again. Then F 0 D_. (1,-c) = D„(l,-c)K F* 2contains n-2 representatives of a basis of K in K, and n-1
representatives from Dk (1,-c ) - DF (l,-c) may be added to
form a basis for D (1,-c) . Therefore, ID (1,-c) I = 2n"'̂ 2n-^K » K 1
= 2^n  ̂where q(K) = 2n ^2n = 2^n So a basis of D.^(l»-c)K
* * 2which "misses” one basis element m  FK and one basis ele~
• ■ 2ment not in FK can be found.
Notice that Proposition 3.21 also implies that m(K) 4,
^ * 2 since (x,y) = (u,v) if and only if xy e uvK and [x,y] =
[u,v].
Proposition 3.22. Let m(F) = 2 and a e R(F). If x e K,
then the index of F 0  DT,.(l,-x) in D_(l,-N(x)) is 1 or 2.K F
Proof. By the Norm Principle, F Pi D„.(l,-x) e d„(1,-N(x )).is. r
Suppose there exist c2/c2 e ^ such that c-̂ »c2 € DF )
- D (1,-x). Thus c..,c g D (1,-x), so x g D (1,-c ) U K 1  ̂ K K -L
DK (l,-c2). But N(x) e D (1,-c^) and N(x) s DF (l,-c2), so 
x e F • d k (1'-c i ) anc  ̂x e F • Dk (1,-c 2) , by the Norm Prin­
ciple. By Proposition 3.19, F fl =: DF (1'-Ci) for
i = 1, 2. So F • D (1,-c.) = D (1,-c.) Ub.D„(l,-c.), forJ\ 1 i\ 1 1 J\ 1
any b. e F - D„(l,-c.), i = 1,2, since m(F) = 2. Thus x e1 r 1
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b.D(1,-c.) for i = 1,2. Choose b = b. = b„ e F - 1 K 1 X 2
[Dp(l,-c^) U D (1,-c2)]. This is possible since 
(DpCl.-c^ fl Dp (1,-c2) | = q(F)/4 whenever DF (l,-c1) ^ 
Dp (l,-c2). Then bx e DK (l,-c]L) f| dk (1,-c2) c dk (1,-c1c2) .
But b ^ D„(l,-c.), i = 1,2, so c.,c„ ^ D (1,-b). Sincer 1 X Z p
m(F) = 2, this implies e DF (l,-b) 5E Dp(l,-b). So b e
Dk (1,~cic2  ̂' bx e ■dk^1'-c1°2^ ' thus x e D (1,-c.jC2) , hence 
cic2 e Dp(1,-x). This shows that whenever the index of 
F 0 Dp(1,-x) in D p (1,-N(x)) is not 1, it is 2. q
This last result together with the realization that,
over K, a does not continue to be a basis element, give the
following results when q(F) = 2n . we have q(K) = 2n-^2n 
2n 1= 2 by the remarks of Gross and Fischer [7]. If N(x) &
0 n- 2 n- oR(F), then F H D (1,-x) contains 2 or 2 representatives
of K in K. If N (x) e R(F) , then F Pi D„(l,-x) contains 2n~J\n 2 # 2or 2 representatives of K in K.
Proposition 3.23. Suppose m(F) = 2 and a e R(F). Let x e K 
with N(x) £ R(F). Then |Dp(l,-x)| = q(K)/2 or q(K)/4.
Proof. Since N(x) ^ R(F) and jDp(1,-N(x)) | = q(F)/2 = 2n“1,
we have by the above remarks that F 0  Dp(1,-x) contains
r,n- 2 _n-3 . . . _ * 2 . • , . „ 2n~ 12 or 2 representatives of K m  K, where q(K) = 2
Suppose Q (K) = <N(w2) ,... ,N(wn) ,w-̂ , ... ,wn>, where a = N(w^).
* * 2For each i = l,...,n, we know w^ £ FK , and we suppose w. gf
2 *xFK . (Otherwise, we have w. e F * D_.(l,-x) which is the1 K
desired conclusion.) Consider the form defined by
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p. = a (w.) (1,-N(w.)) © a (w.) (1,-N(xw.)) of determinantX X J. X IK! X 1
N (x) . By Proposition 2.2, since m(F) = 2 implies u(F) = 4 ,
F has no anisotropic quaternary forms of determinant N(x).
So for i = l,...,n the form is F-isotropic, which by Prop­
osition 3.8 implies that, for each i = l,...,n, there is an 
f . e F such that f.w. e D (1,-x). So Dv (l,-x) containsX X X  K JK>
2n 2 or 2n 3 representatives of in K that are in F as 
well as <f1w1, - . - , fnwn>« Hence |DK (l,-x)| = 2n-2*2n = q (K)/4 
or 2n_3-2n = q(K)/2. n
Proposition 3.24. Suppose m(F) = 2 and a e R(F). Let x e K 
with N(x) & R(F). Then there exists f e F such that 
F 0 DK (l,-fx) = Df (1,-N(x)).
Proof. Suppose DF (1,-N(x)) = <a1,a2» .. . j a ^ ^  where Q (F) =
<a. , . . . , a . , a > and suppose F R D (1,-x) ^ D (1, -N (x) ) . x n- x n Jx F
Then, by Proposition 3.22, the index of F f| D (1,-x) inK
Dp(l,-N(x)) is 2. Thus we may choose the a^ in such a
manner that F 0 D (1,-x) = <a0,...,a 0>, where a = a..K. £ ri” ** x
Suppose also that R(F) = <a^,...,a^>, k ^ n-2, for definite­
ness. By the corollary to Lemma 2 in [3], there exists some
b e F such that D„(l,-b) = <a,a„,...,a „,a >. Thus a . sfF 2 n-2 n n-1 ^
D (1,-b) , and D„(l,-b) ^  <a0,...,a „,a >. So D__(l,-bx)
r  is . ^  n -  £• xi k  —
DK (l,-b) n Dk (1,-x) 2  <a2,...,an_2>. Now, an_x e DF (1,-N(x)), 
so N(x) e DF ^ ' ~ an-l^‘ Norm Principle, x e
F • DK^1 '“an-l^ = DK^1,-an-l^ ^ dDK^1 ,_an-l^ for any d €
F - since H F = DF 1̂#_an_i) has
order q(F)/2. Letting d = b yields x e DT/.(l,-a ,) orJ\ n- x
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bx e DTr(l/-a ,) . Since a . g d (1,-x) , this forces bx e i\ n- x n- x
DK (l,-an_1), or an_x e DK (l,-bx). Thus DK (l,-bx) 2
<a2,...'an_2#an_1>, so F flDK (l,-bx) = Dp (l,-N(x)). n
Proposition 3.25. Suppose m(F) = 2 and a e R(F). Let 
x e F with N(x) e R(F) . Then |DK (l,-x)| = q(K), q(K)/2, or 
q (K) A .
Proof. By the remarks following Proposition 3.22,
F f"l DK (lf-x) contains 2n ^ or 2n  ̂representatives of K2 in 
• * * 2K. Let Q(K) = FK ® <z^,...,zn>. If for any z^ e
{z,,...,z }, there exists an f. e F such that f.z. e 1 l n i i i
DK (l,-x) , then clearly |DK (l,-x) | = 2n~1-2n or 2n-2-2n « q (K)
or q(K)/2, and we are done. So assume there exists e
{z1,--,zn)' say zi' such that z1 $ F " dk (1,-x). Consider
another z^ e {z2,...,zn), say z2« We will show that z2 e
F • Dk (1/-x) or zjlz 2 e B * dk (1»“x) • This will show
|Dk (1,-x)| = 2n_1-2n“1 = q(K)/2 or 2n“2*2n_1 = q (K) A  • Assume
z2 £ F • Dk (1,-x). Since z1 ^ z2> and z1 >z2 ^ ** ‘ DK (1'-X) '
we have 21 »z2 DK (l,-x). Since Z ± ’Z 2 & B * D (1,-x) , we
know z^r z 2 & • BY Proposition 3.8 the forms
a-, (z.) (1,-N(z.)) © a (z.) (1,-N(xz.)) are anisotropic over X X  X "“X  X x
F for i = 1,2, and this is true if and only if the forms 
04 (z.) (1 ,-N (z .)) © &_ (z.)(1,-N(z.)) are anisotropic sinceX X  X X  X X
N(x) e R(F). This last statement follows from the corollary 
to Proposition 1 of [2], So N(z^), N(z2) R(F), hence 
zx ,z2 < R(K). Suppose DF (1,-N(z1)) = DF (1,-N(z2)). Then 
since m(F) = 2, N(z^22) e R(F), hence (1,-N(z^z2)) is
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F-universal. Clearly zjjZ2 ^ FK2. If z^z2 e XFK2 6
* • • 2F * Dk (1,-x) , we are done. So suppose z^z2 ^ * Then the
form p = a1 (z1z2)(1,-N(z1z2)) © a_x (z1z2)(1,-N(z1z2)) is 
F-isotropic by construction. But p is F-isotropic if and 
only if the form (Z1Z2)(1*-N(z1z2)) © o_x (ẑ z,̂ ) (1 ,-n(xz^^ ) 
is F-isotropic. Thus, by Proposition 3.8, there exists f e 
F such that fz1z2 e DK (l,-x), hence z1z2 e F ’ DK (l,-x), 
and we are done. So we may suppose Dp (1,-N(z^)) ^
DF (1,-N(z2)), thus N(z1z2) / R(F) and so z^z2 / R(K). There­
fore | Dp (1,-N (z1) ) | = q(F)/2 = |Dp (1,-N(z2)) | and so 
|Dp(1,-N(z1)) H Dp(1,-N(z2)) | = q(F)/4. Let Dp(l,-N(z1)) 0 
Dp(l,-N(z2)) = <a1 , ,an_2> where Dp(l,-N(z1)) =
<al an-2,an-l># df (1 »“n (z2^  <al  an-2'an># and
Q(F) = <ax ,...'an_2'an_i'an> * If a = al' then Q =
<a„,...,a ,w_,...,w > where a. = N(w.) for all i = l,...,n.2 n 1 n x x
Since N(z^z2) R(F), we are forced to have Dp (1,-N(z^z2)) =
<a....,a „,a na >. If r = a , and s = a , we then have 1 n-2 n-1 n n-1 n
DF (1,-N(z1)) = <a1 ,...,an_2,r>, Df (1,-N(z2)) = <ax,...,an_2,s>,
Dp(l,-N(z1z2)) = <ax,...,an_2,rs>, and Q(F) = <al '* *’'an-2,
r,s>. By Propositions 3.21 and 3.24, there exist d^/d2'd3 e
F such that D_.(l,-d1z ) = <a„,...,a ,r, f, w. ,..., f w >,K 1 1  2 n-2 1 1  n n
DK (l/-d2z2) = <a2,...,an_2,s,g1w1 , ,gnwn>' and
DT, (l,-d0z_z ) = <a ,...,a , rs ,h, w, , ... ,h w > for appropriateK 3 1 2  2 n-2 1 1  n n jrr-jr
f.,g.,h. e F, where Q(K) = <a„,...,a ,r,s,w_,...,w >. Now, x x x  2 n-2 1 n
for all f e F, s,rs D(1,-fz ),r,rs / D (1,-fz ) , andK x i\ z
r,s / DK (l,-fz^z2) , by Proposition 3.22.
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Assume that x g' D (1,-d z z ) and x & D (1,-d.d z z„).K J x ^ K X x
Then s,x ^ DK ^ /-dlZl̂  ' so sx e DK^d '~dlZl̂  ^  choice of
d, and the proof of Proposition 3.2k. Also, s e D (1,-d„z„) x K 2. 2
implies sx g' D__ (l,-d„z ) . Combining these gives sx &i\ 2 2
°K (l»~d^d2zlz2) . Since s,x (1 ,-d3z^z2) , sx e
n (l,-d0z.z ) and this means sx $ D (1 ,-d.d d_). In a simi- K j 1  ̂ K X z o
lar manner we can show rx & DT.(l,-dn d d ) . Hence dn d d £K x 2 3 X 2 3
R(F) and so by the remarks following Proposition 3.21,
ID^Ilz-^djd ) n P| = 2n~2. also, <a2,___a 2> B
DK (1'_dlZl) 0 DK (1'-d2Z2> n DK (1 '-d3ZlZ2) ^ '
So one of r,s,rs is in DK (1'-<̂ ^ĉ 2d3̂  * Also' since N(x) e
R(K) e DK (l,-d1d2d3), there exists f e F such that fx €
DK (l»“d^d2d3). Clearly, f is in <a2,...,an_2 »r,s>.
If f e r<a„,...,a 0> or s<a0,...,a „>, we have rx or2 n-2^ 2 n-2
sx, respectively, in DK (1'-d1d2d3)' w^icl1 is a contradiction.
So f e <a„,...,a 0,rs>. If f e <a„,...,a „>, we havez n-z z n— z
x e DK (l,-d1d2d3) , so that r,s / DK ^ ' _dld2d3̂  * Thus rs e
DK (l,-d1d2d3) . if f e <a2,. • • ,an_2• rs> - <a2'* * *'an_2>'
then rsx e * since rx,sx <j£ DK (1 ,-d^d2d3) , we
have r,s g' (1,-d.d d_) , which means rs e DT,(l,-dnd„d0) .K 1 Z j K X z j
In any case, then, rs e D (1,-d^d d_). So rs eK X 2 j
DK^1,-dld2d3̂  ^ DK^1'”d3ZlZ2̂  — DK^1 '-dld2ZlZ2  ̂’ So
DT. (1,-d.d zz„) = <a0,...,a _,rs,j.w.,...,j w > for someK I z i z z n- z 1 1  n n
j. € F and thus has index 2 in K. Now s,x D__ (1,—d. d_z. z~) , 1 K X 2 X 2
so sx e DK (1'-Ĉ 2.Ĉ 2Z1Z2̂  ' Moreover, s,x ^ DK^d'-dlZl̂  ' so
sx e D (1,-d z ) . This means sx e D__(l,-d z ) H K. X X K X X
DK (l,-d1d2z1z2) s DK (l,-d2z2). But x ^ DK (l,-d1z1), so
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s = (sx)'(x) £ DK (l»-d2z2), which is a contradiction. So the
assumption is false, and either x e D(l#-d_z1z ) or x €K  .3 X 2.
DK (l,-d1d2z1z2) . in either case, z-j^ € F * Dk^1,-x) ' which
was to be shown. □
Theorem 3 . 2 6 . Let F be a non-formally real field with 
q(F) < oo and m(F) = 2. Let K = F (/a) , a e R (F) . Then 
4 ^ m(K) < 8 .
Proof. The remarks after Proposition 3.21 show m(K) ^  4.
By Propositions 3.21, 3.23, and 3.25, the maximum index of
all Dt.(1,- x ) in K is 4. By Theorem 3 of [3] we have
m(K) - 1 £ 8 (q-l)/q < 8 , so m(K) ^ 8 . □
We can summarize some of our findings about m(K) in 
the following theorem, which is clear by Theorems 3.16 and 
3.26.
Theorem 3.27. Let F be a non-formally real field with
q(F) <oo and m(F) = 2 .  Let K = F (/a) , a g F2. Then m(K) = 2
if and only if a / R(F).
Using similar techniques, Cordes has shown further
that, when a e R(F) and m(F) = 2, m(K) = 4 and
>2 1 ‘2 2  |R(K)/K j = —j- |R(F)/F | . He also answered these questions
for real fields and eliminated finiteness conditions from
some results.
In this chapter we have been concerned with quadratic 
extensions of nonreal fields with two quaternion algebras.
In order to show how to apply techniques similar to those
developed here to extensions of other types of fields, we 
conclude by considering an example. Recall the possible 
form scheme with q =  16, u = 4, s = 2, m = 4, and |R| = 1  
that is listed in Proposition 2.9. Suppose there exists 
some field F which has this form scheme. We will exhibit a 
quadratic extension of F which has a non-trivial radical. 
Let K = F(/c). By [7, p. 299], q(K) =
~- q ( F ) -|D (1,-c) j = 32. If -1 € k2, then -1 = (a + p/c)2
2 2 •= a + c(3 + 2ap/c f o r  s o m e  a,|3 e F . T h u s  2a|3 = 0, h e n c e
2 2 •2 a = 0 or (3 = 0 .  This means -1 = a or eg . So -1 e F or
2 * 2 -c e F , a contradiction. So -1 & k . Also, -1 e d_(1,1)F
s D„(1,1), so s(K) = 2. Although we will not show this 
here, K has exactly four quaternion algebras. Then m(K) = 4 
implies u(K) = 4 by [9, p. 323, Corollary 4.12(proof)].
Thus q(K) = 32, u(K) = 4 = m(K), and s(K) = 2.
We can now construct the binary quadratic form scheme 
for K by using the techniques of Gross and Fischer. Here, 
however, we will not exhibit this structure; we instead 
concentrate on R(K). Clearly D (1,-c) = (N(x) e F|x e k }, 
and D„(l,-c) c d (1,-a) by inspection of the form scheme forJb r
F as listed in Proposition 2.9. Also, since D (1,-c) hasF
i n d e x  4 i n  P,  t h e r e  e x i s t  4 d i s t i n c t  q u a t e r n i o n  a l g e b r a s  
o v e r  F  o f  t h e  f o r m  [ c , f ]  f o r  f  e F .  S i n c e  m ( F )  = 4 ,  e v e r y  
q u a t e r n i o n  a l g e b r a  o v e r  F  m u s t  b e  o f  t h i s  f o r m .
Let e e F. T h e n  [ a , e ]  =  [ c , f ]  f o r  s o m e  f  e F. S o  
( l , - a , - e , a e )  = ( l , - c , - f , c f )  o v e r  F a n d  h e n c e  o v e r  K .  S i n c e  
( l , - c , - f , c f )  i s  K - i s o t r o p i c ,  ( l , - a , - e , a e )  i s  K - i s o t r o p i c
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also, which implies e e D (1,-a). S o  F  S d (1,-a). Thusx\ K
the Norm Principle of Lam and Elman [6 , Proposition 2.13]
says in particular here that for all x e K, x e D ^ ^ - a )  if
and only if N(x) e D_(l,-a). But D_(l,-c) c d (1,-a), so£ £ £
D..(l,-a) = Q (K) , i.e., a e R(K) . Therefore K has a non- 
trivial radical.
In this example, we have started with a field with 
trivial radical and extended it quadratically to obtain a 
field with non-trivial radical. Moreover, the "new" member 
of the radical is a square class representative of the orig­
inal field. A similar construction could have been done with 
the scheme listed in Proposition 2.8, where s = 1.
A Kneser field is a nonreal field with q < At
present there are no known Kneser fields with non-trivial 
radical. If a field with q = 16 is discovered satisfying 
the form structure listed in either Proposition 2.8 or Prop­
osition 2.9, the above construction (or one similar to it)
will yield a Kneser field with non-trivial radical.
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